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INFLUENCE OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ON RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200° F
OF FORGED CHROMIUM-COBALT-NICKEL-IRON BASE ALLOYS
IN SOLUTION-TREATED AND AGED COh~ITION ‘
By E. E. REYNOLDS,J. TV.FBBEWAN,and A. E- W-HLTE
SUMMARY
The injlumce of s-y*tematic ratitions of chemical composi-
tion on rupture propertied at IWO” F WCMdetermined -for
62 modi$cations of a basic alloy containing ~0 percent
chromiwn, ~0 percent nickel, 90 percent cobatt, $1 percent
molybdenum, i? percent tungsten, 1 percent columlrhn,
0.15 percent carbon, 1.? percent manganese, 0.6 percent
silicon, 0.19 percent nitrogen, and the balance iron- !l%e~e
fnodijkatime included indim-dd variations of each of 10
elements present and simultaneous ra:riatiom of molybde-
num, tungsten, and columbium. Laboratory induction fur-
nuce heats were hot-forged to round bar dock, sohLtion-
treated at 2~OO”F, and aged at 1~00° F. The melting and
fabrication conditions were carefilly controlled in order to
minimize all rariable e$ects on propeti”m eizcept chemical
composition . .
For h limited number of composition. rai=iables studied the
range in 100-hour rupture strengths was from 96,000 to 62,000
psi. Major strengthening effects Teeuihd from additions of
molybdtmurn~ tung~ten, und columbium, ia&idually or m-mu-l-
taneouely. The lowest-strength alloy contained none of these
elenwnts. Chromium alao had a nwjor strengtheni~ injlu-
ence. Howecer, no alloy uxm obtained which hgd propertie~
which were mh~anding compared with those of the basic
analyei%.
Carbon (caried from 0.08 to 0.60 percent), nitrogen (0.08 to
0.18 per~nt], numganwe (0.30 to fi.~ percent), nickel (10 to 2?0
percent), cobalt (2?0 to W percent), and columbium (1? to 4
percimt) had little inj%ence an rupture properties. Nitrogen
(0.004 to 0.08 percent), chromium (10 to 30 percent), nickel
(0 to 10 percent), cobalt (0 to 90 “percent), molybdenum (0 to 4
‘ permnt), tungsten (0 to 4 percent), @rut columbium .(0 to 1
perixnt) increased strength appredly. Silicon (OJ to 1.6
percent) and nickel (2?0to 36 percent) had a weakening in@L-
en.w. Columbium hud a marked injkmce on increm”ng total
elongation to fracture.
Rupture stiength6 ~aried directly with a measure of lb
resistance to creep of the alloys w“th total elongation to fracture
aa a parameter. This indicaied thut rupture s~rength were a
fwnction of the e~ect of the composition modi..catimw m both
the inhereti creep resistance and the amount of deformation the
alloys would tolerate. before fracture.
Interpretation of the results on the basis of mi.crostructural
studies indicated thizt molybdenum and tungsten improoed
creep resistance by entering solid solution. Nickel and cobalt,
two eikmente forming part of tb matrix solid solution-, appeured
to inaprow strength by increamkg the volubility of molybdenum
and tun:~ten. Chromium improred creep resi#ance, at lea~t
+n part, as a Tad-t of an q“ng reaction. Columbium did
not apprem”ably afiect creep resi~iance but improced rupture
strength by increasing tlw elongation to fracture.”
Information. i~ pre~ented IA-M indicates that melting and .
hot+corking condition~ play an iwportant rote in high-tempera-
tire properties of ahyr of the typz. inwstiga.ted.
INTRODUCTION. .
This inmstigation~ad as its object a study of the influence
of” systematic =mriatiom of chemical composition on t-he
1200° F rupture properties of forged alloys in the solution-
treated fid aged condition in which the composition was
varied from the foIIowing basic smdyais:
Chemicalcomposition
(percent)
Carbon,C-------------- 0.15 Cobalt,co-------------- 20
Mangwlese,Mn--------- 1.7 Molybdenum,310-------- 3.
Silicoq Si -------------- 0.5 Tungsten, W------------ 2
Chromium,Cr --------- 20 Columbiuq Cb--._------ ~ -_ ““
Nick~ Ni-------_-----_ 20 NTitrogeq N--------------- .0.12 ___
h% Fti-------------.-- 32
Skty-tmo modifications of this aUoy -werestudied in Thigh ___
each of 10 ekments was systematically varied -i@ivhlually
and Mo, W, and Cb were varied sirmdtaneqwly.
TIM irmestigation was’ prompted by the fact that at,
present there are no pubhshed data -which make possible a
c.orreIatiog between sjstematk wwiations in chemical corn-.
position and the high-temperature properties of forged
Cr-Si-Co-Fe-Mo-W-Cb alloys of the type imrestigated.
Past research has shown that close control o-ier processing
of aUoys is necessary to reproduce high-temperature proper-
ties between diHere~t heats of the same analysis. Lack of
such control of proceeding vmiables hss resulted in the
faihre of attempts to correIate the pubkhed high-temper&
ture data on these types of illo~. Such correIationa are
needed to provide a basis for estabIiahingoptimum chemimI
compositions for heat-resistant. alloys, for reducing the m- _.
quired alloy content while retain@ worth-whiIe properties,
and foi det* the fundamentrd mechanisms by which
alo-tig eIements iniluence properties at high temperatures.
As au initkd approach to the soIution of a Iar& problem,
the investigation was necessarily limited m scope. The
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number of compositions studied, the use of only one condition
of processing, the evaluation of high-temperature character-
istics only by rupture properties for 100 hours at 1200° F,
and the use of ordy microstructurtd and hardnew data to
provide interpretation of results were the major limitations
placed on the invedigation.
This work was conducted ati the University of hlic&au
under the sponsorship and with tlm financial assistance of
the NTationalAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics.
EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURE
The basic analysis selected for study of the influence of
syst.emat.ic.variations. in chemical composition on rupture
properties at 1200° F wai”(that of a coyun-ercial alloy which’
has the following ‘nominal composition:
Chemicalcomposition
(percent)
Carbon------------------ 0.15- Cob~t------------------ 20
Manganese--------------- 1.7 Molybdenum------------ 3
Silicon------------------ 0.5 T.ungstem------—..---- .2
Chromium-------------- 20 Columbiu-.-.-.-------- 1.
Nickel------------------ 2Q. Nitrogeni--------------- 0112
Iron------- .---------i-- 32
The influence of composition was evaluated on 62 modifi-
cations of this alloy with the following composition variables:
(I) Individual variations of the elements in the basic
analysis:
C, ~rcent_------.---..---------------------.--..O.O8, 0.40,0.60
Mn,~rcent--------------------------------- 0,0.30,0.50,1.0,2.5
Si,percent------------------------------------------ L2, 1.6
Cr,~rceut--------------------------------------------- 10,30
Ni,percent—--_-----..----__------—- .-= —------ ------ 0, 10,30
Co, percent----.-------------. —--- —---------------- O,10,32
MO,percent----------------------------------------- O,1,2, 5,7
W, percent--.-.. _-:-----------. -.------------------ .O,1,5,7
Cl),~rcent---------------- .–----.----—— -------- 0,2, 4, 6
N, ~rcent--_r--_____-____ -_____ --_____-:--.... 0.004,0.08, 0.18
(2) Simultaneous variations, in steps of 2 percent, of Mo,
W, and Cb from O to 4 percent
In all cases Fe vmiations compensated for the variations of
total alloy content.
The fit step in the investigation was the development of
meIting, forging, and heat-tyeatment procedures which !~ould
minimize aU variable effects on properties except chemical
composition. This work. was done on the. basic a40y with
the reproducibility of 1200° F rupture properties from heat
to heat being the main criterion for tial adoption of prep-
aration procedures. Sk heats were. prepared to develop
melting practice. Three acklitiond heats were prepared
using varying deoxidation practices. TIM forging procedure
ma developed on six additional heats of the basic alloy.
The work on procedure development, and ilctailed descrip-
tions of the final procedures adopted are summarized in the
subsequent section “Preparation of Experimental AIIoys.”
Brieffy’t.heeeccmeiste.dof melting the alloys as 9-pound induc-
tion-furnace heats, hot-forging the ingots between 2200° and
1800° F to bar stock, heat-treating at,2200° f? for 1hour, and
water-quenching foHo~yedby aging at_1400° F for 24 hours.
All alloys wore chemically analyzed. for the”modified elem-
ent while compIete analyses were ma~e only on spot heats
within a group after it was established
V&Syielding the desired compositions.
that melting pmcticc
Metallotiaphic examinations wcro made of all the alloys
in the as-cast, hot-forged, solution-treated, aged, and ruph]rc-
tcsted .conditiona. Vickers hardness “testswem made on bar
stock in-the solution-treated and the aged coI~dit~one, _
The I“iigh-tempmatui-eload-carrying ability of the alloys
was evaluated by means of stress-ruptureproperties nl 1200°
F. Rupture test specimens, machined from the butt-trmtcd
bar stock, were 0.250 inch in diameter with a I-inrh gage
length. The stress-rupture tests were made in individmd
stationary units with the load applied by u simple bcum
acting through a system of knife edges. At leasL two and
ueuaIly three or four tests at various stresses were made on
each alloy and were of sufficient duration Locstablieh the 100-
hour rupture strengths and to permit at leas~tin estimate of
the 100fMour strengths. Time-elongation duta wcm tukc.n
during the rupture testsby the (Irop-of-the-beam method und
fJsQ,in fhe case of many of the longer time tests,by menns of
modified Martens type extensomctcrs with a sensitivity if
0.00005 inch per inch. There was gQoclagmemcmt bctwwu
curves from the two types of deformation mmsurcmcnt-s in
all cases where both types were uscxlon the same tests.
PREPARATIONOF EXPERIMENTALALLOYS
This section discusses the development of tt.xlmiqucs for
melting, forging, and heat-treating, dcscribcs the procedures
finally adopted, presents the observed lwhtivior of the aIloys
during processing and shows the reproduci~iIiLy of rupture
properties of the basic. alloy resulting from the processing
procedures used.’ *
MZLT’JNG
Preliminary melting experiments.-SL~ Iwuts were pre-
pared origind[y to develop and standardize melLingpracl kc,
part.icukmly to obtain control over final composition from
charge caIculatione and reproducibility from hcaL to hwt.
Actual analyses of these heate are given in lable 1. lt
was found necessary to make certain minor corrcctious
in the charged mateliaIe and the next five heats of Lhcbasic
alloy had reasonably consistent. compositions.
MeItingprocedure.—The nIloyswcro melted in a 12-pound-
capacity induction furnace as 9-pound heats. The honts
were poured into 9-inch-long tapered (1%- LO I %in.-sq.)
cast-iron ingot- molds with 2%nch-squaro hot bps. The
life of the magnesia melting cruciblo was from 10 to 12
heats.
A typical melting cha& and schedulo arc given iu thli
11. This table shows the various ferroalloya used to mnkc
up the charges. The Fe, Cr, Ni, and Co churgc was first
melted dmm; Xln and Si were added, fol]owcd by 31o, W,
and Cb. The heat was then deoxidized with 15 grams
of cakium-eilicon alloy, power turned off, bath trmpwaturc
taken with both a Leeds and Northrup optiwd pyrometer
and a platinum, platinum-rhodium immemion themm-
couple, and the metal poured. The caIibration of tlw inl-
mersion thermocouple was checked periodicaHy.
hmediately after pouring, a Chromcl-Alumel tlwmo-
couple was immersed into the molten mctaI in the hoL w
and the cooling curve determined by readings at 5-second
intervale on a Leeds and Northrup portable potcntiomctw,
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In a subsequent study of the effect of deoxidation on
properties, three heats of the basic alloy -were prepared
using deoxidation practices -mrying from the normal use
of 15 grams of calcium-silicon alIoy. The three variations
were: h70 deosidation (alloy 74); 15 grams of zirconium-
sflicon-iron. aUoy (75); and melting under a lhnduorspar
slag (76) .
Melting characteristics.-Table 1 gives the chemical com-
positions of the experimental alloys. The intended modif-
ications from the basic alloy are given along with achud
~alues where chemimI analyses were mede. In general,
the actual arudysee -were consistently” close to the desired
composition.
Table III gives bath temperatures just prior to pouring
the alloys. There -was a fair agreement-and no consistent
difference between the optical p~ometer and the tieision
thermocouple readings. Cle6nness of the bath surface
w-as found to be of importance in the pyrcuneter readings.
The agreement between the two methods in so mamy cases
indicates that the temperatures given are reliable..
A micrographic section of the ingot. cross section wee
taken from each heat from just beIow the hot top to deter-
mine if pipe or porosity eiisted. AU of the heats actually
tested were sound: The ingot grain structure was vrell-
defined on these sections, a typical example of which is
shown in figure 1 for several heats. h general the various
ingot- macrostructures re.ffected the relative pouring tem-
peratures rather than variations in chemical composition
The higher the pouring temperature, the greeter was the
total’-area. covered by the cohmmar grains and, the greater
the size, the less the total” area covered by the equbed
grains at the ceriter.
.“I t I 1“
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The coding curves obtained on the metal in the ingot
hot tops were similar @ that, in dl cases *hen &ad@
were begun early enough to determine it, they had a de-
fhite halt in temperature within what seemed to be me solid-
ification rmge for the alloys. Usually these halts were
preceded on the curve by -what appeared to be an under-
ccding effect. The. time of the ‘constant temperature halt
vmied for the alloys from 10 to 60 seconds. After thwe
halts the coclhg curves -were smooth with’ a gradual de-
crease in cooling rate -as the temperature decreased. The”
lest column in table HI contains the temperatures of halts
in the cooling curves during solidification. b cases -where
temperature readings were not started early enough the
haIt temperature is indicated as being great- than that
at which the cooling curve was started.
The over-all temperature range of the halts w-as from
about 2420° to 26100 F and they varied consistently with
systematic chemica.1-composition variations. Alloying ad-
ditions tended to lower the temperature of the halt, with
Cb having the-greatest efEect. The exact physicaI signi-
ficance of the temperature halts, beyond an indication of the
temperatures at which the major portion of t-healloy solidi-
fied, is uncertain.
FOF@IXG
Preliminary forging experiments.-There w-as available
for the forging vior~ a hyazeI air forging hammer (size 3,
type B) which is approximately equim=dentto a 400-pound
steam hammer. This hammer was fitted with 3%- by 8-inch
flat die9.
Preliminary forging to determine the forging temperature
range for the alloys was done on %-inch-square bar stock
of the basic alloy, reducing it to 0.43-inch squares from 21000,
2200°, 23000, and 2400” 1?. The phisticity increased -with
temperature, but burning, -which rewdted in forging cracks,
occurred at 2400” F. Further experiments on a 0.55-per-
cent-C heat -(alloy 5) rndicated that burning could occur
at 2300”, F in this alloy. Since the alloy -wasquite dficult
to forge with an initial temperature of 2100° F it vvas de-
cided to use 2200” F as the initial forging temperature.
Subsequent worJr on the heats tith variable composition
sho-ivedthat all the alloys -wereforgeable fkom this tempera-
ture, the forgeability, however, varying with the composition.
Finishing forging temperatures were kept at 1800° F
or above as judged by color, m Qrder to minimize hot-cold-
vrorlij which is Imovm to influence the properties of these
a.Jlop.
Several ingots were forged to %-inch-square bars between
the flat dies, a reduction of approximate& 90 percent.
llicrostructural ~ .tion of these forged bars showed a
nonuniformity of grain size in the cross section. A diagonal
“X,” dietinctly visible on visual examination of “the etched
_crosssection, was present*in all the bars. The graius were
appreciably finer along these diagcnd planes than in the”
triangIes, under the flat surfades of the bar, formed between
these phmes.
A number of different methods of forging -were tried in
order to determine.the cause of and b an effort to diminate
this grain size nonuniformity. The methods used ud their
results srere:
-
...
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.
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(]) Forging at a 45° angle to the original square of the
ingot resulted in the same diagon@ “X” from the corners
of the final square indicating that. the ingot structure bore
no relation to this characteristic.
(2) Upset forging prior to final reduction to a. square
showed no advantage of the added working on the structural
uniformit~,
(3) FinBhing as an octagon between flat dies yielded
areas of llne grains originating at all eight corners of the bar.
(4) Forging wholly between a ffat top die and bottim
“V” dies to an octagon appeared to abuse the metal more
than any other method used. It. was dficult to draw the
metal out, the cross section merely being changed back and
forth. This kmded to open up the center of the bar.
(5) Forging to approximately I inch square and finish~g
to X inch round between hand swages in four steps gave
the best structural uniformity. A narrow band of fine
grains was sometimes present near the surfaces of the round
bars but the over-all grain size was quite uniform.
The ahove experiments showed that the forging “X” in
the square bars was the result of the relativel~ greater amount
of hot-work along the diagonal planes. This was further
verified by the fact that occasionally in forging the square
bms diagonal cracks would form completely through the
bars.
Aa a resndtof the forging experiments it was decided to fit
the hammer with a set of dies with swaging imprewions.
Subsequent experiments using this method proved satis-
factory so it was adopted as the standard forging procedure
for the experimental alloys.
Forging procedure,-The general arrangement of the 400-
pound-capacity air forging hammer and the h~at]ng furna~e
is shown in figure 2. A picture of the forging operation m
swaging dies is shown in figure 3. F~re “4 shows a bar
which was forged to indicate the steps in reduction from the
ingot to the final round bar, A typical forging record is
presented in table IV.
The temperature of the furnace was contded by an
automatic temperature controller through a platinum, plat-
inum-rhodium thermoeouple. The temperature of the forg-
FIomE 2.—Arrar@ementof fotg!nghammer P.IIdfurmm.
ing stock was measured by a ~hrome]-Alumel thwnmcoup]u
attached to .a small bar placed next t.athe stock.
The cast ingots were ground to remove all surface dcfcd.s
prior to forging. Thy ingots were preheated to approxi-
mately 1400° F, then placed just. inside the door in the
coolest region of the furnace, and finally moved to the ccntw
of the furnace at 2200° F.
Generally half of an ingot was forger] at a time. After
holding at.least 30 minutes at 2200° F thr ingot wns forged
from approximately 1.4 inches square to slightly over 1 inch
square between flat dies with from two to four reheats. A
number of the blows in the flat dies were on the corncm of
the bars to prevent corner cracks and to prrpfire the pircc
for the first swage. The bar was reheated and forged 10
approximately 0.95 inch round in the firat swagc with from
one to three reheats. The second swagc rcdumd the Lmrto
approximately 0.75 inch round with two to” four rchcak
The forged bar }vas thm cut off thu unforged htilfof the ingoL
and recharged to the furnace. The third swage rcduccd thu
bar to approximately 0.58 inch round with thrw to six
reheats. The bur was then cut in two equal pirccs for the
final swaging. The last swage finished these bars to 0.40 b.
0:50 inch round with from 5 to 10 reheats. The number of
blows from the hammer were counted tmd tnbulatwl. TIN
number of reheats and Mows varied depmding on the case of
forging _of the alloy and the size of the stock. Total rr-
duction of area during forging was apprcmimgtcl.v90 pm c ut
FIGUEIS3.–Faglng experimental alloy in swaghg dies.
. .
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1.4 in. square
1.15 in. square
0.95 in. round
0-75 in- round
0.58 in- round
0.40 in. round
,.
k
L-72751
Fm~ L—Forged bar shouing reduction stem used fn swag tng espsrfmentd S5XS horn
~ fMot tO _ round bar stock.
- Reduction h the individud sma.gee-wasdone in steps; that
is, after the first reheat only a portion of the bar was reduced
to the svrage diameter, after the second reheat another
portion of the bar was reduced, but in the Iast reheat or two
the whole length of the bar was -workedto the flmd diameter
of that svrage. In partic.uhr, in the tiling svmge, the
complete length of the bar was gi~en some work during the
fial two or three operations. “
Fhishing temperature of forging was judged by the color
of the stock ‘by an experienced forger. b attempt, was
made to hoId this temperature above 1800° F.
Forging characteristics.—During forgingg an effort was
made to emhmte the relative forgeabilit.y of the experimental
a.Uoys. This ewduation consisted of observing the forging
characteristics of the alloys-ease of reduction and tendency
to form cracks-and of keeping complete records of the
number of reheats and blom &quired to forge each alloy.
These methods were at best only ~ery approximate.
Since the small hammer used was taxed to capacity during
the initial stages of the breakdown by the rigidity of most of
the alloys and since the force of the blows was varied some-
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what, ‘depending on the forgeabiIity of the alloys, the method
of comparing the required bIowa was usable only for dis-
_ehing between allciyswith tide differences in pIastici@.
Jud@ng the yel~tire response of the alloys to the blows horn
the hammer seemed to be the best. method to wmluatc
forgeabiIity. Relative forgeability cotid be only qualit-a-
tively estimated, ho-we-rey,by t-hismethod, because only two
&uote rere forged’ together and only a few forged in 1 day.
In table V a summary is given of forging data and the esti-
mated forgeability of all the alloys compared with that of the
basic alloy. Thk forgeability is listed merely as %etter,”
“poorer,” or the “same” as that of the basic alloy. In cases
where the alloys are either poorer or better, remarks are
given to exphiin this rating.
On the basis of these forgeability ratings the folIowing
effects of composition on forgeabiIity were evident:
(1) Additions of Si (0.5 to 1.6 percent), JIo (Oto 7 percent),
and A“ (0.004 to 0.18 percent) had no obeervab~e effect on
forgeabi.lii&.
(2) It appeared that-J[n (Oto 2.5 percent) increased forge-
abiIity by lowering the tendency of m-aoking.
. (3) Acklitions of C (0.08 to 0.60 percent) decre&ed forge-
&bilityby lowering the plasticity and increasing the tendency
of cracking.
(4) The eIements xi (0 to 30 perqmt), C$o(O to 32 per-
cent), and Cr (10 to 30 percent) lowered plasticity and thus
forgeability, Cr seemingly having the greatest effect.
(5) Additions of W (OJO7 percent) lo-rreredplasticity and
forgeability.
(6) The effect of Cb (Oto 6 percmt) was unique among the
elements. Alloys without Cb were subject to severe cracking
during the initial breakdown of the ingot between flat dies,
the forgeabi.lity thus be~~ poorer than that for the basic
alloy. Increasing Cb to the 1 percent of the basic alloy
seemed completely to alIeviate this situation. When it was
increased to 4 and 6 percent the materiaI -wastiore dficult
to forge as a result of the decreased plasticity.
EEAT TEEATMEST
Originally a solution treatment at 2100° F was considered
to be a satisfactory condition for testing. This vras on the
basis that for one heat of tbe basic alloy ptiviously studied
(rlefe~ence1), for -which the solution-treatment temperatw%
was -rariedfrom 1800° to 2300° F, a treatment at. 2100° 1’
gave slightly higher rupture strehgths than the other condi~-
tions. Further work, ho-ivever,indicated that there waspoor
agreement between properties of tfvo heats in this condition
and the best agreement between heats resulted from a 2200°
F solution treatment followed by a 1400° F aging treatment.
The variability in,properties between heats was attributed to
the relative residual effects of the hot-working which had not
been remored by the 2100° F solution treatment. It ap-
peared that the 2200° F treatment tended to minimize, but
did pot completely remo~e, the residual hot-working effec@
without excessively coarsening the grain size- It was there-
fore seIected as the solution temperature for the alloys in this
investigation.
Previous investigation of the basic alloy had shown that@
temperatures of solution treatment above 2050° F t-he 100-
hour rupture test elongation was quite low and decreased
-
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with increasing solution temperatures. Accompanying this
low elongation WQSa tendency for the alloy to be sensitive
to stress concentrations at the specimen fillets, fractures
occurring in these regions. However, proper aging of the
solution-treated alloy ehrninat ed this strees-cone.entration
sensitivity and increased the 100-hour rupture strength
slightly whiIe not appreciably affecting 10.00-hour strengths.
Aging betwem 1350° and 1500° F did not-produce significant
changes in propertied. A temperature of 1400° F for 24
hours was selected for aging the experimental alloys in this
investigation so that variable effecta resulting from streas-
concentration sensitivity would be minimized and the mate-
rials wouJd be in a more stable condition than when only
solution-treated.
It is known that the treatment used does not give the
highest strengths at high temperatures for the basic alloy
and it is not believed that this treatment necwarily would
give the best properti= for any of the composition modifica-
tions studied. But it is believed that.uee of this treatmsrit,
plus the careful c.ontrol to hold melting and fabrication cond-
itions as constant as possible, has minimized all variable
eflecte on properties except chernical composition in this
invcdgation.
Heat-treatment procedure .—AU of the alloys were solu-
tion-treated for 1 hour at 2200° F, -waterquencli-iii, a@--24-
houre at” 1400° F, and air-cooled prior to rupture testing.
Solution treatments were made in a gas-fired furnace and
aging was in an electric iwistance furnace.
Heat-treatment observations, —h observation made dnr-
ing heat treatment of the eflect of Cb on scaling character-
istics of the aIIoys appeared to be significant. In alloys
containing four or more percent of Cb relatively heavy scal-
ing occurred during the l-hour solution treatment at 2200°
F. This scaling effect was greater on these high-Cb alloys
than on the alloy containing 10 percent C!r which was ex-
pected to have the poorest corrosion resistance of the aIIoys
studied.
REPRODUCIBILITY OF FtUPTUIiE PROPERTIES AT l~” F OF BMIC ALLOY
The final objective of the work on techniques for preparing
the experimental alloys was the development of a condition
in which the rupture properties at 1200° F would be repro-
ducible from heat to heat of a given composition.. The
interpretation of significant property variations with chem-
ical composition depends on the range of this reproducibility.
The rupture test, characteristics at 1200° F for six heats of
the basic alloy, the alloy used to evaluate the preparation
procedures, are given in table VI, for both square and rclund
bar stock. The range of reproducibilityy of rupture proper-
ties indicated for the round stock forged by the finally
adopted swaging procedure was as foIIows:
100-hourrupturestrength,psi.. --.. --. j--- .-____ --48,OWto 50,000
1000-hourrupturestrength,psi----------- __------87,000 to 38,000
100-hourruptureelongation,percent---.._-----------.-._-l9 ta 25
These ranges are used in interpreting the significant influ-
ence of composition variables for the materials forged as
rounds. Properties of aIIoys with variable C and Jfn,
forged early in the program as square stock and t-ted as
such, are compared with the wider property range indicated
in table VI for square stock of the basic alIoy.
The strm and rupture-time data for the six hints are
plotted in figure 5 with curves drawn which indicate th(:
range in strengths for the round stock. Figure 6 presents in
a similar manner the data for stress against crccp rate ob-
tained from curves of elongation againsl. timc for the rupl urc
tests. The narrower property ranges for the round s[uch
compared with those of the square stock m-c noted.
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FNHJEE5.—Curvesofstmw agslnst time for rupture for Sk hvstac4bw.lcalloy. Range indI.
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WOY. RangL! lndkated fm round bar stock. ‘rreatmtnt: Z2M0 F for 1 hour, wwr.
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As an e.sample of the narrowing of the range by using Ihc
mofe msi]y controlled and duplicated swaging procwlurc,
alloy 8 had the lowest (4 U3,500psi) and alloy 10 tho highest
(52,000 psi) 100-hour rupture strengths of the 5500-psi ovcr-
a.11range for square bm st,ock. After forging as roumls IIICSC
same two heats had 100-hour rupture strengths of 48,500
and 50,000 psi, thus narrowing the over-ttll range of ]00-hour
rupture strengths to 1500 psi. The 1000-hour rupiu re-
strengt.h range was narrcrwed from 2500 to 1000 psi bj”
changing the forging procedure. Similar changes in rtmg~~
for squares and rounds are indica-kd in tnblc VI for stresses
at constant creep rates and for tllo minimum crccp rate al
constanl stress.
Table VI also gives properties of alloys 74 and 75 which
indicate that variation in melting deoxidation pr~rticc can
have a pronounced effect on high-tempernture charachxis[ics
of allo-ysof this type.
The influence on rupture test characteristics of changing
hot-working and deoxidation procedure indicates that the
solution. treatment at 2200° F did no( comph?tcly climi~ltitt)
vafiables in prior processing. ITowever, tht use of the mmo
deoxidation practice for all t!w alloys and the control of
hot-worl&g resuIting from the adoption of the promdmw
producing rounds rather than squares ph]s the usc of (hc
22000 1? solution treatment are bclieved t.o have minimized
the effects of vari~.blesin processing on the high-temperature
properti~~.
INFLUENCE OF COMPOSITIONON RUPTURE PROPERTIIW AT
Data for two commercial heats of the basic rilloy witi” the
same heat treatment as the experimerda~alloys have been
incIuded in tabIe VI to show the relationship between
experimental a~oys and nornd commercitd properth.
LN~UENCE OF CHEMICAL-COMPOSITIONVARIABLES
ROOM-TEMPERATUREMETALLURGICALCEARAC-
TERISTICSOF MODDWEDALLOYS
the
ON
.>licrostructural studies and hardness tests -weremade cm
alI the experimental al.lo.ysto obtain metallurgical informa-
tion to aid in interpretation of the influence of chemicaI
composition on rupture properties.
MICROSTRUCTURE
~licrostructural st udies were made of each of the a~oys in
the follow@ , conditions: As-cast; hot-forged; solution-
treated 1 hour at 2200° F and waterquenched; aged 24
hours at 1400° F after solut.ion treatment; and rupture-
t=ted the maximum time at 1200Q F. An electrolytic
solution of 10 percent chromic acid yas used as an etchant.
Effect of treatment on microstructures.-The as-cast.
structure revealed the amount and distribution of the excess
constituents in the cast dendritic pattem. The hot-forged
structures were examined for flaws, uniformity of grain size,
and distribution of excess constituents. Only Iimited infor-
mation ia rncIuded on the cast ud forged structures, the
main emphasis being placed on structures of the alloys prior
to testing in the heat-treated condition. The solution-
treated structure showed the amount of insoluble excess
constituents after light etching and the grain size after deep
etching. The grain size was much easier to determine in the
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aged structures because the grain boundariw were reveakd ._
b-y light etching. The aged structure also revetded the
amount and mode of matrix precipitation. From the strut- ._
ture of t-hem-um-time rupture teat-any cha-~~eoccurrirg
during testing and the mode of fracture could be observed.
An example of microstructud variation with treatment
for the basic aIIoy iashown in figure 7. The as-cad condition
contained a considerable amount of &Ycess constituent. . __”’
After hot-forging the alloy was uniformly fie-grkined and
contained excess constituent at the grain boundaries and in
the matri~. Solution-treating at 2200° F dissolved the grain - ‘-
boundary constituent but not t-hematrk constituent. So- “.
Iution-treating aIso coarsened the grains considers.bIy as is
best shown by the aged structure. Aging caused consider- .
abIe grain boundary precipitate and some random matrix
precipitation. Rupttie test~~ at 1200° F increased the
matrix precipitate slightly.
As an exampIe of one extreme to vrhi;h microstructure
varied titi composition, figure 8 shows microstructure for
the OIIo-OW-OCb a.Uoy in the as-cast., soIution-treated,
age~ and rupture-tested conditiomi.. The structures diflered
from those of the basic alloy in that: There was ,much leas .. ..
excess constituent in the as-cast and the solution-treated
conditiona; grain size after soIution treatment was qmch —.
Iarger; and wging produced more precipitate new the graig _ __
boundaries and a prefemed type of matrix precipitate which
tended to follow deflnh crystrdlographic planes. The two
aIIoys aIso differed m that the Ollo-OW+Cb alloy had “- ‘
a completely intergrmmk fracture -while that of the basic
alloy was approximately half intergranular and half tram-
granular.
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The above compmison has pointed out the major simi-
larities and differences in structures which were found for n]]
the alloys. Similarities were:
(1) The amount of excess constituent in the solution-
trewted condition was proportionate, for any given alloy, to
the amount of excess comtituent in the as-cast condition.
The structures indicate that the rapid”cooling of the ingot
after solidification effectively solution-treated the material.
(2) AII grain boundary constituents were disolved during
solution treatment.
(3) Precipitation occurred during ag~gg Rt 1400° F.
(4) l’ery little additional precipitation occurred during
rupture testing at-1200° F for any of the alloys with the ex-
ception of low-Co modifications. “”
Nfajor struch-wa.l.clifferencesbetween the alloys were:
(1) Amount 01 excess.constituent after solution treat-
ment.
(2) Grain size.
cd) Location, type, and amount cd aging precipitate.
Classiilcation of microstructures.-In order to condense
the description of and to make possible a quick comparison
of the changes in microstructure occurring with variation in
chemical composition the following classification of micro-
strut.turesof the solution-treated and the aged materials -ivas
devised. Sayrnbolswere used to indicate the difl’erences in
the basic structural.characteristics. c
(I) Solution-treated structures
Amount of insoluble constituent:
I-small
H-medium
lIMX
JIC-large
11~—verylargp
(2) Aged structures
A. S. T. 31. grt-tinsize number:
I“(up to 1X grains~sqin. at 1002Krnngnifiiution) to 9
(96 gra@ of more/sq in. at 100X mttgmificatioh]
Amount of grain boundary prccipitatt~:
x-small
y—medium
z-large
“Type of matrix prccipit.atr:
(!-precipitate tends to follow crysttdlographir planes
R—rttndom matrix precipitate
Amount of matrix precipitate:
a%mall
b-medium
&large
t-very large
.-
As an example of how Lhii classification woks the stnm-
tures of the basic alloy (fig. 7) and the OMo-OIY-OCb
modification (fig. S) are ‘&&&l ~clow:
(1) Biisiicalloy:
.Classification-11 5 y RtI
~—medium amount.of insoluble constitu(W
5—number 5 A. S. T. 31. avcrnge grain size
y—medium amount of prccipitatr nt~arthe grain
boundaries
Rb—mediurn (h) amount. of random (R) matrix pro-
cipitate .
(a) Carbon, O,LMpormnt (bSat 13).
FtIWnE 9.-Muenw of carboncontenton rnfcrcdructrrmof ,wIution-treatti and agwdbssfcalloy. TreatrnenC2ZW F for 1hour,watcrqucnchod;1XXI”F for24hours
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.
mm . mm
(b) Carlxm, 0.40parcent(iw8t155.
Imx Mox
(o) U8rb~ 0.60~t (heat16). ,.
FIWJKE9.-ConcInde&
,..
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(a) 1hourat !22W F, water-wenched.
lmx
!Fb-.-..:... .&. j. -:,.,--- k-’727&
ICQx Icmx
(b)10hoursat W F, wrtkwweached.
FIGUFIE10.–EfWt of IncmasfngWMon time on mlcrw.tructw of 0.W-pw3ntarban t=?.s.icalloY (hefi 16).
.
..
DYFLUENCEOF COMPOSITION ON RUPTURE PROPEETD!RAT
mox
1200° F OF CHRO~-COBALT->NICIQJL-~ON ALLOYS 1399
(a) Slllmu12 pezeent(heat%).
.,
.-.
Ialx
(b) Sfflwn, L6 ~t (lm3tSO).
3hUB.E 11.—hdumce Ofsflhn COI.I@ntcmmfemtruetum cdsohtfon-hwted and aged kfc allq=. Treatmenk W E for 1hcmr.yak-wenched; MW F fw 24 hears.
.
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KD3x lam
(W Chromium, 10wrmnt (heat 51).
lmx lWJX
(b) Cbromkuu, 30@r@nt (heat 52).
FImJRS12.–Inthenca of chromfum contenton mkoetrnctnro of wlution-tr@ed end aged Wio alloy. TrWment: W F for 1 bow, wate+qneneh@ 14APF for24bmm
LWFLtiCEi OF COMPOS~IONON’FtUFCUREPROPERTIES .kT
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(3; XicbL Opercent (heat 23).
ME Imx
(b)Nckel,10 ~c.ent (heat!25).
RG=E 13.—IMnence of nickel content cm~ of soldbwtrfated and @ M Sky. Treatmmti W F & I hour, wat8r-quench@ IKHY I’ for 24IUUS.
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lIX!X lmx
(o) Nickel, W ~nt (heat!26).
FKXRE 13.—Ccemludcd.
mm laox
(a) Cobalt, Oparcant (heat29).
lhatms 14.—Jmfluenceofcabsltcontentonmlm@ructnre ofeolritkm-treatedand agedbask alloy. ‘&8tment: 2!XWF for 1hour. watorquenched; 14(KPF fur24hours
—
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(b) CobaIt, 10Wrcentet 30].
1000X
100X 100ox
(c) Cobalt, 32-cent (heat 31).
I?IGUBE14.—Conc4ndeL
..,
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(s) Colmnblom,OPerwnt (hwt ~~,
lmx
iwx
(b) Cohmblum,2 -t (Mat4S).
lms
FImmm 16,–Influenea of columbiummntant cmmkmkuoture of Mutton-treated and aged basicalloy. Trea$menti 2b13”F for1hour,waterquoncbcd;1403°F fur 24 hours.
.
.-
~UEXCE OF COMPOWTIOS OX RC7PTTRE PROPERTIES AT 1200° F OF CEROMlT13-COBALT-3iiCI=lL-~ON
100X
(C) Col&nbLr@ 4 wrwnt (b?tJt49).
lcmx
Icmxlolls
(d) CoIumbbx.n,6 ~t (kJt ~). ,
&uoYs 1405
FIWBE 15.-Condnde&
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lCWX
(a) .Molybdenum,Oparcentitungsten,Opermnt;coknbhrm, 4Percent(heat00.
lmx
(b) ?dolybdwrnm, 2 pereent; tungsten,2percenz wlmnbhrn, 4 pwcent (led 62).
FmuBE 16.—Influmc4ofveryfngmolybdenum and tungstenaddltlons on mfwostructureofmwlMed alloynwn~ldng 4 mrmnt mlurnbhrm Treatment: 22M0F for 1hour, water-wmcbed
1403”F for 24hours.
INFLUEFWE OF COMPOSITION Oh- RUPTURE PROPliRTI13S AT 1200° F OF ~OIUUM-COB.%LT-XIC~L-~OX ALLO?iW 1~7
. ..—
lmx
(c) MiIybdenum, 4 PemenGtmgetmj 4 wmn~ mlumblm% 4 wcent (heat WI.
FIOUEEl&—Ckncknded.
(q oyj&()~+cb tiq:
CIassfication-I 1 z Cb
I-smaII amount of insoluble constituent
l—number 1 A. S. T. LI. average grain size .
z+hrge amount of precipitate near the grain
boundaries
Cb-medium (b) amount of matrix precipitate on
crystallographic planes (C)
The microstructural claesficatioIIs are given in-table WI
for all the experimental alloys arranged for comparative
purposes on the basis of the alIoying e~ement -i-aried. For
the alIoys in which simultaneous variations mere made in
Sfo, W, and ~b the Clasdications are repeated to show the
influence of individual ~ariations of these.elements.
kfluence of alloying elements on microstructure.-The
effects on microstructure of mwkdiionsof the elements wH.Ibe
given on the basis of the classification of table VII, supple-
mented by photmnicrographs showing only the more pro-
nounced effects observed.
Carbom It is indicated in table T’l_I and by the micro-
structure in figure 9 that as C was increased fioxn 0.08 to
0.60 percent in th~ basic aIloy the amount- of insoluble corL-
stituent and matrix precipitate increased considerably and
the grain size decreased, while the mount of grain boundmy
precipitate and the randomness of the matrix precipitate
did not change. Figure 10 also shows that the amount of
insoluble constituent was not reduced by heating the 0.60-
percenW alloy 10 hours at 2200° F over what it was after
1 hour.
The increase in the amount of soluble and insoluble con-
stituents indicates that C is an important component in both
the soluble and precipitating phases found in the basic alloy
and its modifications.
Manganese: There was no apparent effect of Mn on micro-
structure.
SIicom & wiU be shown Iater, Si was the only element
which consistently lowered rupture strength over the com-
plet+ mmposi$on range studied (from 0.5 percent in the
basig alloy to 1.6 percent]. The micmstructures in figure
11 indicate that variation of Si did not change microstruc-
tural characteristics except for a smaIIer grain size for the
high~i alloy.
Chromium ~creaaing Cr from 10 percent to the 20 per-
cent of the basic alloy and to 30 percent drastically changed
the microstructure as shown by the claedication in t-able
VII and the microstructure in figure 12. Increasing Cr
caused the following chmges: (1) The grain size becam6
Iargw; (2) the amount of grain boundary precipitate in-
creased between 10 and 20 percent Cr; (3) the matrix pre-
cipitate became heavier, especially between 20 and 30 percent
G; and (4) for the 30-percent-Cr alIoy the-matrix precipit-
ation occurred on the crystallographic planes rather than
having a random pattern as for the lovrer-Cr alloys.
Nickel: The only pronounced structural ~ariation for the
s&ies of Ni alloys vms the ferrite-sigma-type phase which
vw present in the O-percmt-h’i alIoy (see @. 13). In the
solution-treated alloy this phase was free from precipitate
and the aUoy me magnetic. In the aged condition a Iarge
amount of precipitation occurred in this phase and the alloy
was nonmagnetic, sigg~ the transformation from the
magnetic ferrite+pe phase to the nonmagnetic sigma phase.
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Upon rupture .test.ingat. 1200° F the magnetism increased
with testing tiime,”indicating some reversion to the ferrite-
type phase. The O-perc~&Ni alloy”.also had less grain
boundary precipitate and less precipitate in the austenite
matrix than the higher-Ni alloys. None “of the ferrite-type
phase was obsened in the alloy containing 10 percent Ni
or in any of the other a.lloye studied in this investigation.
Alloys containing 10 and 30 percent _~i were very sirg.ilar
in structure to the 20-percen&Ni basic alloy.
CobaIt: Varying Co from O to ’32 percent produced
two marked effects (see table VII and fig. 14). The O-
percenkCo aIIoy had a large amount of random matrix
precipi~tion .& the aged condition. The 10-percent-Co
alloy resembled the basic 20-percen&Co alloy having only
a medium amount of matrix precipitate. Increasing Co
from 20 to 32”pefctit produced gn a~oy in which marked
germination oc!mrr~d at the 2200° F @uti6n-tieating tem-
perature, resulting m severpl very massive grains surrounded
by grains of Dorms.1size across “the bar.
Another effect of Co on the structure occurred during
rupture testing. X1’uch additional matris precipit at.icin cic-
curred in the O-percent.Cci aIIoy during testing; scmo idso
occurred in the 10-percent-Co alloy, and thero was vmy
little additional precipitate in the 20- and 32-percent nlloys.
There was no etidenc.e t,hat Co chmgcd the amount of
the insoluble constituent or the grain boundmy preripitate
in the alloys.
Nitrogen: There was no appreciable infhmnce from AT—
varied horn 0.004 to 0.18 percent.
Nfolybdenum: There were 10 modifications of aIIoys in
which hIo was varied between O and 4 percent with 10
difterenl constant” ratios of W and Cb.
In the basic composition N1o was vari~d from O to 7
percent (alloys 32 to 36 in table WI). The only appnront
@ect of .hfo was the larger grains at both the lower and
the higher percentages.
For the nine other doy modifications” (alloys 43, 45,
46, 53 to 73, and 82 to 84) increases in lfo to 2 and 4 from
.,, — —
425-
Nickef Chromium . cabal+
?
. .
375
g
$325 ‘
~
< /
h
)275 L
4!
\
1
225 — — —
.
‘ 175.’
Nickedpercenf
Treaj%enf
q 2200° F Ih~ wofer-quentied
o 220P ~ lh~ wder-~uemchedj 140P ~
24 hr, alr-caoleo’
A&d&-s range for fom””h%sichem%
‘— So/ufiontireated condtiion
-- ‘-- Solution-heated ond aged candifion
FmmE 17.—CIWW of Imrdc+s.sagainstalIos content fer fn~vldud element modifications.
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0 percent produced only very eLight changes in structure
except in the Won containing Cb (particularly 4 percent
Cb) h which case the grain size -wasrefined and the amount
of matrix precipitation during aging was increased.
\Iajor structud changes between these alloy modi-
fications were the result of variation in C%.
‘lhmgeten: b the 10 alloy’ modifkations in which W was
varied s-yatematically (aIIoys 37. to 40, 43, 45, 46, 53 to
73, and 82 to 84 in table VII) similar observat.ions to those
for the influence of Ifo wme made. Increases in W slightly
retied the grains and increased tie matrk precipitation
to a and degree in some cases.
CoIumbium: As shown in table VII for the 10 tdIoy
mod.ifkationa with mmiable Cb, this element had a marked
influence on aH the structural claseihation variables. A
typictd example of microstructmxd changes occurring with
Cb additiom from O to 6 percent to the basic composition
is shown in figure 15.
kcreasing Cb horn O to the 1 percent of the basic alloy
pro@uced the following structural changes: (1) Increased the
insoluble constituent from very little to an appreciable
amount; (2) drastiioaJIyreduced grain she; (3) decreased the
concentration of grain boundary precipitation during aging;
(4) changed the mode of matrix precipitation from inhrnd.
crystallographic planes to a random pattern; and (5) de-
creased the amount o! matrix precipitation during aging. ““ ‘
Increasing C.!bfrom the 1 percent of the basic alIoy t~ 4
percent continued to increase rnmkedly the amount of _ ~
hsoluble constituent, to further graduaIIy reduce grain size;”
and not to alter appreciably the grain boundary concentration
effects or the randomness of precipitation while increasing “”
the amount of matrix precipitation during aging in alloys _
containing four or more percent of Xlo or W. +
W’hde Cb did produce major changes in microstructure, it
is noted that for the alloys arranged in table ~ titi Cb as
the systematic vmialde the presence of either or both 31o or —
W in the @oys increased the tendencies for these changes.
This is shown in flgu.re 16 for 4-percenWb floya con&g
inoreahg Yro and W contents.
Summary of infiuence of alloying elements on micro-
structure.-A summary of the effects of alloying elements
on tendencies for microstructural changes is given in table
VIII.
Two eknenta producing major mimostructural chmges
-were Cb and C. Both ebments increased the amounts of . ._
insoluble constituent and aging precipitate and refined the
gram size of material solution-treated at 2200° F. Ih addi-
tion, Cl chamged the mode of matri-- precipitation from
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preferred, when no Cb was present, to random, when the 1
percent of the basic alloy or more was present.
Additions of hfo “and W produced little change in micro-
structure except in rdloys containing 4 percent Cb in which
case these eIernents decreased the grain size and increased
matrix precipit~t,ion.
Between 20 ancl 30 percent of Cr a pronounced increase
occurred in the amount of nging precipitate and the mode of
precipitation changed from random to preferred.
Grain size w-asmildly increased and the amount of aging
precipitate decreased by Co.
Additions of Ki (between 10 and 30 percent) produced
only minor changes in structure, The O-percent-hTi idloy
contained a ferrite-sigma type of phase which disappeared
when hTiwas raised to 10 percent.
.-
The only effect. .of Si, within the limits studied, was to
refine grain size SIightly. No discernible change in structure,
was produced by Afu rind N.
HARDNZSS
Vickms hardness tests at room temperature were made on
metallographi~ specimens .of all tho experimental alloys in
the solution-treated (2200° F, 1 hr, waterquenched) and the
aged (1400° F, 24 h.r, air-cooled) conditions. I?elirninary
hardness surveys on several alloys indicated that the forged
bars had uniform harnesses both in the lengthwise and t.hr
crosswisedirections.
Har@cas test results, representing the nveragc of at least
four tests”on each sample, arc given in tabIe IX and arc plott-
ed against composition vmiablcs in figures 17 to 20.
There was fair agreement between the hardnesaes of fivo
heats of-the basic alloy. Additions of C, N, Cr, hfo, W, mm!
Cb tmded to increase hardness in both conditions; hTi,par-
ticularly from O to 10 percent, lowered hardness; and lint
S1, and CO did not appreciably nffcct hardness. Perhaps
an exception to this was the eflec~ observed for the ] .&per-
cent-Si aIIoy, which was the only one of rdl lho alloys studied
which did not show hmlening as a result of nging. Tho
addition of Cr from 20 to 30 percent markedly increased the
age-hardgning ch.gracterktics of the rdloy.
Figure 18 shows the influence of X1Ofor 10 W-Cb moli~-
cations.. Additions of Afo, while tcmdingto increusehardncsa,
did not appreciably increase the age-hardening tcndmcy
except for the modificaLionscontaining more than 4 pcrmnt
total of W plus Cb. For the 10 31o-CIJ modifimtions
(fig. 19)““thee~fectof W ndditions was similar to that observed
for hfo, although there was lee+ tendency for increasing ago
hardening with higl~m alloy contents. In both figures 18
and 19 it is seen that there was a greater diffmencc Wwcen
the hardness in the sdhtion-treatecl am-lthe qged conditions
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for the modifications not containing Cb than for the modifi-
cations containing Cb. This effect is shovzu again in figure
20 in that Cb additions from O to 2 percent to the 10 Nfo–W
modifications narrowed the age-hardening range. Additions
of Cb from 2 to 4 percent tended to broaden the age-harden-
ing ramge for modi.&tions containing the larger amounts
Of ~~0 and W.
It is recognized tlmt these hardness results are not a
true evaluation of the comparative a=ging effects caused
by composition variables. Such an ewduation would neces-
sarily require aging-time-temperature data.
INl?LUENCEOF CHEMICAL-COMPOSITIONVARIABLESON
RUPTURETEST CHARACTERISTICSA’I’ 1200°F
The results of rupture tests at 1200° F for all t-healloys
studied are given in table 1. Included in this table are the
times for rupture, elongtitions, reductions of area.,and mini-
mum creep rates obtained from the cur-res of elongation
aetist time for the inditidti tests. Also included are
100- and 1000-hour rupture strengths obtained from doubk-
logarithmic plots of stre= against rupture time (an example
1200° F OF ~OMIUMwOBU~CJ=L=~ON ALLOYS 1411
is shown in fig. 5); estimated elongation to rupture in 100
hours; stresses for creep rates of 0.1 and 0.01 percent per
hour obtained from double-LogarithmicpIots of stressagainst –
minimum creep rates from the rupture test-e (an example ‘—
is s@wn in fig. 6); and minimum creep rates at 40,000 psi. ““‘“
The alloys are listed in table X in the approximate order. _ _-“
of the element varied in the basic analysis.
Rupture tests of sufficient number ~d d~tion were _
conducted to establish the 100-hour rupture shngths.
The 1000-hour rupture strengths were obtained by extra- ‘--–
polation of the double-logarithmic curves of stress against . _
rupture time. IJnless the masimum-time rupture test was
longer than 500 hours, however, the 1000-hour strengths
are listed in table X as estimated ad are indicated as such
on the curves of strength against chemical composition.
In this evaluation of the influence of variations in chemi@ ~n-
composition on the properties most emphasis has been placed
on rupture properties at 1200° F. Because the creep datia
were ob ta.inedfrom the rupture tests, it is emphasized that
the rates of deformation were much l@her than those -, -
usually associated with reported %reep strength.’j .—
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lW.HOUR RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT”l.ZOWF OF MODIFIED ALLOYS.-
The 100-hour rupture strengths and elongations for all
of the alloys are arranged in order of increasing 100-hour
rupture strengths in figure 21. The ranges in properties
for the basic alloy heats, forged both a: ~uares and asrounds,
are indicated to show the significant variations in properties.
The following observations are made:
(1) The over-all 100-hour rupture strength range was
from 26,000 “to 52,000 psi. - The Io-west+trength alloy was
the one which did not contain Nlo, W, and Cb. The two
highest-strength alloys were modtications of the basic alloy,
one containing 30 percent Cr, the other 7 percent W.
(2) % alloys had rupture strengths above the range
of the basic alloy forged to round bars. lYone of the alloys,
however, were above the range for the basic alloy forged
to squares where the practice was not so well controlled.
(3) It appears that aII of the elements can be varied indi-
vidually over relatively wide rangea without appreciably
altering rupture strengths.” It will be shown, however, that
in most cases rupture strengths varied consistently with
systematic variations in composition.
(4) Alloys having strengths near the lower end of the
range were those mntaining the smallest ~mounts of Nfo,
W, or Cb added separately or two at a time. Addiiions of
greatmamountls of‘these elements generally yichled rup turc
strengths which were cIoser to the strength range of the
basic alloy,
(5) Adding 2 percent of either 11o, W, or CIJ to the Iowest-
strength alloy increased the 100-hour rupture strength in
the order of 10,000 psi or more,
(6) Strengths in the order of those of tho basic alloy vmrc
obtained without the presence of Cb. Strengths almost as
high w~e obtaiged without the prwencc of hlo or of W.
(7) Low Cr, “Co, or F!fi and high Si resulted in 10WC;-
strengths than the range for the basic heats.
(8) ~langation at rupture in 100 hours ranged from 5 to
40 perceiit.
(9) There -wasno relationship apparent between ruplmrc
elongation and strength. ‘1’he omission of CIJ re9uItul in
consietcmtly low elongation. Jforc Cr or Co than the 20
percent of the basic alloy also,lowercd elongation.
INDIVIDUAL VARIATIONS OF ELEMENTS
The influence on rupture test characteristics of systvmn(io
variatioris of the individual elements, shown in f3gures 22
b 31, was as follows:
,.
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Carbon.-The effect of C, varied from 0.08 to 0.60 per-
cent, was oily sIight. AIl the rupture strengths felI within
close proximity to those of the basic alloy (see fig. 2.2). The
variable C heats were forged M squares and are compared
with the property rsmges found for simihdy forged basic
heats. The Iovmst and the higheet C heats had rupture
elon=@ions below normal.
Nitrogen.-Tmiations of hT, from 0.004 to 0.18 percent,
tended to increase strength somewhat (see @. 23). The
alloy containing 0.004 percent N had strengths which were
dightly below those of the basic 0.12’-percent-N aIIoy whiIe
the 0.08-percent-hT alIoy was sLightIystronger.
Mang=ese.-F~uce 24 shows that Mn variations from
O to 2.5 percent had no signi.llcant irduenee on rupture
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properties except a somewhat lower elongation for the low-
kln heat,
Silicon,-Figure 25 shows that increasing Si horn the 0.5
percent of the. basic alloy to 1.6 percent produced a marked
lowering of rupture strength and an increase in e~ongation.
The stresses at constant creep rates were lowered and creep
rates at 40,000 psi were noticeably raised in agreement with
trends in rupture properties. This vms the only case in
which the addition of an element consistently lowered
strength over the complete composition range studied.
Chromium.-The i~uence of Cr variations from 10 to 30
percent is shown in figure 26. The 100:houyrupture strengths
were increased from 39,000 to 52,000 psi while rupture
elongation decreased from 25 to 10 percent. Similar marked
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increases occurred in 1000-hour rupture strengths rind
stresses at constant creep rates while the creep rate at 40,000
psi was drastically reduced, particularly between 10 and 20
percent Cr.
Nickel.—Additions of Ni from O to 30 percent htid littlo
influence on properties as shown in figure 27. The O- and
30-percFnt-Ni alIoys had slightly lower rupt urc strengths
than the range for the basic 20-percent-Ni heats, producing
an apparent maximum in strength between 10 and 20 per-
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Cent h’i. A similar slight fit-end~as noted in stresses at
consttmt creep rates wbfie the creep rate at 40,000 psi
decreased and then incre=ed with increasing Xi, following
the trend of the change m elongation at fracture in 100
hours.
Cobs.lt.-Figure 28 shows the influence of G wiriations
from O to 32 percent. The O- and 10-percent-Co alloys had
lower rupture strengths than nornial with little effect on
elongation. The 20- and 32-percent-Co alloys had equal
100-hour rupture strengths at a higher le-rel than those
with lower Co. The 1000-hour rupture strengths and
stresses at constant creep rates were improved, diIe the
elongation and creep rate were lowered, when Co was in-
oreasedfrom the 20 percent of the baaic alloy to 32 permmt.
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Molybdenum.—Additions of Nlo from O to-7 percent im-
proved rupture tud oreep properties as shown by @ure 29-
The most marked improvement in rupture strength from
klo was from additions of 1 to 3 percent.
Tungsten.-Figure 30 shows that the improvement in
rupture strength witi additions of W froti O to 7 percent
vm.sgradual over the entire rmge, this addition incre~ing
100-hour strength from 45,000 tic 52,000 psi. The streeses
-. ----
at constant creep rates showed a simiIar trend to rupture _-
strengths while rupture elongation was not at au aEFected
by W.
Cohunbium.-F&ge 31 shorn that increasi~ Cb horn O -=
to the 1 percent of the basic alIoy increased the 100-hour
rupture strength from 40,000 to 48,000 psi. Additiona of Cb
. . .
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from 1 to 6 percent produced no further improvement in
strength. A similar trend was shown by creep properties.
However, the increase of 44,500 to 47,500 psi in the strew
for a minimum creep rate of 0.1 percent per hour between
O artd 1 percent Cb was not of the same magnitude as the
rupture strength increase. Rupture” Kit” elongation was
raised from 12 to 22 percent by the addition of 1 percent Cb
and tended to increase further with higher Cb.
SIMULTANEOUS VARIATIONS OF MOLYBDENUM, TUNGSTEN, AND
COLUMBIUM
ln addition to the individual variations of W the elements
the effects of simultaneous variations of 340, W, and Cb
in steps of 2 percent from O to 4 percent were evaluated,
This made possible curves showing the influence on prop-
erties of systematic variations of one of these elements for
10 ditlerent constant ratios of the other two elements.
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Molybdenum.—The influence of the hlo variations from
O to 4 percent on rupture test characteristics of alloy modi-
fications, imduding the basic aIIoy, with 10 diflcrcnt con-
stant ratios of W and C?b is showm in figure 32. C!urves
comparing the relative effect of hlo on the 100-hour rup-
ture strength of the 10 W-Cb modifications are shown in
&ure 33:_
Imreasing Xlo ~om O to 4 percent tended ctmtinuouily
to increase the 100-hour rupture strength for all thc ratios
of W and Cb, The relative effect was greatest for the
modifications containing neither W nor @, the strength
increase being from 26,000 to 42,000 psi. In alloys con-
kining W or C?bthe stmngthenigg effect of h-fo wv greateet.
Forthe alloys which contained 2 and 4 percent of W and
no Cb. This strengthening effect was lesu..for alloys con-
taining 2 and 4 percent Cb and no W and became even le+s
for those. containing both Cb and W which had a higher
[evel of initial strength.
,.
.
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Thg 1000-hour-strength trends follo-ived those of the MO-
hour strengths. There was a sIight tendency for increasing
MO to widen the Mersnce between the 100- and 1000-hour
rupture strengtha in the modifkationa containing more than
6 percent total of W. plus Cb.
h general MO tended to improve the 100-hour rupture
elongation. It ia noted that for the aIIoys in which Cb -ivas
absent the elongation was quite low (5 to 15 percent) as
compared with the elongations above 20 percent of the aUoya
containing 2 and 4 percent Cb.
The stresses causing a minimum creep rate of 0.1 percent
per hour followed the trends and w~e of the same order of
magnitude as the 100-hour rupture stzmgt.hs. The trends
1200° F OF CEROkUUM-COB=4LTiiC=kIROS Wo= lq~~ ____
and magnitudes of stresses causing a creep rate of O.01 per-
cent per hour were somewhat similar to those of the 1000-hour
rupt~e sfmngths. Creep slresses were consistently higher
than rupture strength, however, for the O-percenWb alloys
..—
having low rupture elongation and were somewhat lower than “
rupture strength for the alloys with higher cilongation.
Tungsten.-By remranging the data for rdioys iRYolving ““-
simultaneous mriatioIM of L1o, W, and cb %pmes 34 and 35 .“.-
wwe obtained. These show the influence of W variations
from O to 4 percmt on rupture test characteristics of alloy
modifications with 10 diflermt const-mt ratios of Mo ~d cb.
Additiona of W produced an almost hear increase in 100-
hour rupture strength. The greatest improvement, 26,000
to 41,000 psi, was for the OMo-OCb motivations,. with We
relative improvements tapering ofl for the alloys with higher
MO tid Cb to about 4000 psi in the range 46,000 to 50,000 _.
pai for the 4Mo-4Cb modifications. The 1000-hour rupture
strengths, although only estimated in many cases, followed a
similar, ht not quite so pronounced, trend. The trends in
creep properties were also, in general, the same as those for
the rupture stmngtha with the additional effect of the level
of elongation on the relation between rupture stren@ and
stressesat constant creep rates.
There was a general tendency for W to lower the 100-hour
rupture elongation very slightly- me 10VVelongation of the
alloys which did not contain Cb was again noted.
Columbium.-The data arranged to define the influenoe . ___
of Cb are shown in figures 36 and 37. The ~~ce of Cb. ,.
on rupture strengths was -cantly difTerent from the
influences of Nfo and W. Additions of Cb from Oto 2 percent,
in generaI, increased the 100-hour rupture strength, but there
was no sigticant shngth increase with greater additions.
This finding, in addition to the observation of the iniluence
of I percent as compared with that of O percent Cb on the
strength of the basic alloy, Ied to the preparation of an
additional alloy (77) containing Ollo-OW-lCb which fits
into the OXIO-OWalloy modifications as shown in figure 36.
Th& alloy had as good or better strength properties than the
Oklo-OW-2Cb modification. The addition of Cb to t-he
4N1o-2W and 4NIc+W modifications evidentIy had no @ect
or a &ghtIy detrimental dect on rupture stiength.
One or two percent of Cb mmkedly improved the rupture
eIongat.ion. h additional alight improvement was realized
with even higher Cb. . .
The stresses causing a creep rate of 0.1 peroent per hour
ivere I@her than the 100-hour rupture strengths for O-per-
cent-Cb alloys but 10VWthan the rupture strengths for alloys
mnt.aining Cb. Thus the creep stress did not foIIow the
inorease in ripture strength with the additions of 1 or 2 ‘-
percent C% but either remained constut or de~e=ed. It ..
appeared that the marked increase in elongation with small -
Cb additions was the factor responsible for the improvement
in rupture strength.
It can be conoIuded that, for the alloy mo~cations
studied, additiona of Cb axenecessary to produce substantial
ductili~ in the rupture test, but additions of more than 2,
or probably I, parcent of Cb add nothing to the rupture
properties of the aUoys.
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Comparative influences of molybdenum, tungsten, and
columbium.—Figure 38 shows comparative influences of
lfo, W, and Cb on the 100-hour rupture properties at
12000 F for. three of the alloy modiflcatiom in which theee
elements were varied simultaneously: OMo-OW-OCb, 2Mo-
~~.~cb, ~d 4~o~W+Cb. Two of fie t.~ee elem~ts
are constant whiIe the third is varied from O to 4 percent
giving a family of three curves with one common composition.
The 100-hour rupture strengths varied from 26,000 to 51,000
psi. Comparative ird3uencesof elements on rupture strengths
were as follows:
(1) For the family of curves in which thwe is a common
alloy with a composition of OMo-OW-OCb, a Cb addition
of 1 percent gave the highest strength; higher Cb Iowered
the strength. Increasing Nfo and W increased strength
continuoudy wit-h Jfo having the greatest iniluence. The
strengths of the alloys on this family of curves “were at a
Iovmr level, 26,000 to 42,000 psi, than those for the other
two alloy motivations.
(2) For the 2Mo-2W-2Cb modifkatfons, having strengths
betmeen 40,000 sad 49,OOOpsi, Nfo had the greatest strength-
ening influence; Cb was next, but strength dropp&d off
above 2 percent C%; and W produced a consistent, but the
least., over-all strength increase.
Cornposifion variable, pe~f
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(3) The 4XIo4W+%Cb modiflcdiona were at the ~ghest
strength lev-elof the three, 45,000 to 51,000 psi. Additiohs ‘-”—L
of NIo and W had about the same strengthening @hmnce -
while Cb tended to lower strength.
The effects of the elementson 100-hourrupture elongations,
also shown in figure 38, were the same for all three leveIs
of composition: W tended to Iower elongation slightly;
JIo raised the elongation dightly; and C-b ahditions from -‘-
0 to 1 or 2 percent ruarkedIy raised the elongation from. _
values below lo-percent elongation to 20 percent or higher.
The combined influence on 100-hour rupture strength of
lfo, W, and Cb, on a total weight percent basis is shown in
@ures 39, 40, and 41. Each of these graphs contains the
same points plotted to the same coordinates, these points ‘
representing all of the alloys in the testing program in which
no, W, and Cb were varied, the remainder of the basic .-
malysis being constant. The difference between the graphs
is in the method of joining the points. In iigure 39 the poiu~
me joined to give curves showing t-he effect of Jlo varied
from O to 4 percent for 10 constant ratios of W and Cb.
h figure 40 the points are joined to show the effect of W
and in figure 41 the curves show the effect of C?b.
o
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The array of points in these graphs indicates the general
strength increase resulting from increasing the total. allgy
content of Mo plus W plus Cb from O to 12 percent. The
main reason for the scatter of the points is evident from
comparison of the curves in the three graphs. Both lfo
(fig, 39) and W (&. 40) produce strength increases over the
entire composition range, while the ~b curves (fig. 41)
above 1.and 2 percent Cb flatten out and cut horizontally
across the property range. This emphasizes the unique
influence, shown in previous graphs, of Cb on rupture
strength.
The comparative influence on 100-hour rupture strength
of Cb in relation to the influence of hlo and W is broken
down further in the graphs of figure 42. Curves at constant
Cb contlmts of O, 1, 2, and 4 percent iridicate the combined
strengthening influence of Mo plus .W, Curves represent-
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. .
ing thk’ irdluence have been drawn and me sumnm]iixcdi~~
the bot$om graph in which Cb content is the pmamc[e::.
The shoit+ashed cm%s on the upper four grapl]g rcqwc-
sent the influence of hlo and the loug-dashed” curves, tho
influence“of W at”tioriatmi amount9 of the other elemmt. .“..
The s~read in data in the graphs of figure 42 was muc~
lass than that in figures 39, 40, and 41 in which the inllucncg
of Cb v~ti not separated. When 310 is added in Iower pci-
centag&- it has the greater strengthening influence and l? _
has the greater influence at higher percentages. These trends
cause the curve.i representing the kfo and W influences to
turn toward the center of the range representing the data
spread at the higher percentages of these two elements and
thus to strengthen the reliability of the single curve-srepre-
senting the data at constant Cb contents. —
The summary curves in figure 42 indicate that additions
of more”than 1 percent of Cb were of no benefi~to the U11OYS.
When appro.simately 8 percent total of Jlo phs W was
present any addition of Cb was of no benefit to the strength.
As has been noted previously, however, Cb additions of 1
percent markedly improved tbe rupture ductility over thaL
of the O-percent-(% alloys, regardless of the influence of Cb
on-strength.
Fiori the summary curves in figure 42 it is possil)lo to
predict the lQO-hour rupture strength of alloys with any
combination of hfo and W, at the four ~b Ievels, within tho
composition range in which these elements were investigated.
Such predictions for alloys falling within the range of O to 1
percent Cb are not possible because data were not obtained.
Based on the data, the largest error in these predictions
would be in the vicinity of 2 percent total of A1o plus W.
This error could be as much as 2500 psi, which is noLlargo
compared with the 2000-psi range in properties found from
heat to heat of the basic alloy. Such predictions of course
are tempered by the limitations of the investigation, ptir-
ticularIy by the limitation of only one condition of prepara-
tion and heat treatment. .
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SUMMAEY OF INFLUENCE OF CHEMICAL COMPOSHTON ON RUPTURE
TEST CHARACTERISTICS
Individual variations of elements.—Figure 43, which sum-
marizes the rupture properties at 12000 F for variations of
one element at a time in the basic analysis, indicates the
following influences of chemicrdcomposition for alIoysmelted,
forged, and heat-treated under the conditions of this in-
vestigation:
(I) Variation of C and Mn had no appreciable influence
over the ranges extined.
(2) Very low N caused somewhat ‘low ~pture s~~gth
and intermediate N produced strengthsshghtly above normal.
(3) The e.tT6ctof Si was i.nique “inthat increasing amounts
lowered rupture strength and increased elongation.
(4) Increasing amounts of all other elements resulted in
increased rupture strength over the complete range of vari-
ation except Ni, Co, and Cb which apparently reached a
saturation content for rupture strength at 10, 20, and 1 per-
cent, respectively. Additions of ~b caused a pronounced
increase in rupture elongation
(5) A saturation point for Ivfo and W was approached at
the 3- and 2-percent levels of the basic alloy although im-
provements were obtained by further additions of these
elements. The element Mo increased and W had no efl’ect
on elongation.
(6) The rupture strength was markedly increased by ad-
ditions of Clrfrom 10 to 30 percent, and rupture elongation
was decreased,
(7) Relative rnagnitudea of 100-hour rupture-strength
improvements were: 20 percent G. inmeaaedstrength 13,000
psi; 7 percent,Mo, 8500 psi; 7 percent V?, 7000 psi; and 1 per-
cent Cb, 8500 psi. The addition of 1 percent of Si decreased
strength 5000 psi.
The foIIowing modifications had strengths appreciably
below that of the basic alloy: 1,2 percent Si, 1.6 percent Si,
10 percent Ch, O percent Co, 10 per.cent Co, O peJconL310,
1 pcrcerit hfo, 2 percent Mo, Opercent W, 1 pcreent W, and
Opercent Cb. The only aIIoyswhich had appreciably higher
strengths tl]aq the basic alloy were those with 30 pmccn t Cr
and 7 percent W. From this it appears liltlo was clono to
improve the 1200° 1?rupture strength of the basic alloy iu
the single condition of treatment studied, that rather wido
indi&duaI variations of the element,s can be pmmititcd,
particularly to higher values than thoso in the busic analysis,
without appreciably altering properties, and LIMt Cl, Co,
kfo, W, and Cb are necessary for high stnmgth.
simultaneous variations of molybdenum, tungsten, and
columbium.—The summarized influences on rupture prop-
erties at 1200° F of sirdtanecms variations of Nfoj W, and
C% in the basic analysis, shown in figure 42 for thr 100-hour
rupture strength, serve to emphnsizc the general findings
when ‘&se elements were varied individually, TIMSO
irduences are as fo~owi.
(1) The absence of no, W, and Cb yichlcd an alloy with
very low rupture strength, 26,000 psi for rupture in 100
‘hours-.
(2) Separate additions of Jlo, W, or C% in amolm”tsup
to 4 percent to the Olfo-OW-OCb amdysis raised the 100-
hour rupture strength up to at least 40,000 psi as compnred
with 49,000 psi for the basic alIoy.
(3) Simultaneous additions of the three elcmmta in
amounts up to 4 percent at least doubled tho strength of
the 03bOW-OCb analysis. Such additions did no~,
however, yield aIIoys with propert.ics which were outshmd-
ingly better than those of tho basic alloy.
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JXFLUEX!E OF COMPOSITION ON RUFI?URE PROPERTIES AT
(4) Additioris of hIo and W to 4 percent raised strength
progresshdy. Mditlions of more thrm 1 percent of ~,
ho-we-rer,were not beneficial to strength.
(5) Additions of MO and W had Iittie effect on rupture
test} elongation. AUoye conttig no ~b had consistently
10T elongation and additions of 1 to 2 percent Cb markedly
increased the elongation.
Relation of rupture and creep properties.-ll was noted
in table K and m the graphs of properties agdinst coruposi-
tion that the stresses ca.us@ a minimum creep rate of 0.1
percent per hour -m.re similar m magnitude to the 100-hour
rupture strength. b general it was also noted that chmges
in rupture strength were accompanied by simikmchanges m
creep properties except for alloys with relatively low rupture
elon@tion, particularly alloys not containing C%, where
total elongation appeared to have relatively greater in-
fluence on fracture time.
It appeam, therefore, that the rupture strengths of the
alIoys were controlled by their inherent resistance to creep,
as measured by the stresskebased on minimum creep rates
obtained during the rnpture test and their tot.al elongation
to fracture.
DtiCUSSIONOF RESULRS
The results indicate that by careful conb.wl of processing
conditions the high-temperature characteristics of forged
Cr-hTi-C&F~llo–W-Cb alIoys can be related to systematic
variations of chemical composition and that. major changes
in rupture characteristics at 1200° F accompany certain
~ariations in composition A summary of the influence of
rdloy modification on the 100-hour rupture strength at
lZOOOF is sho~~ ~ me 44 for the elem~tg (Si, &, NTi,
Co, ifo, W, and C%) producing significant changes. There
were also marked changes -with alloy modification in such
other metalhwgicd properties as microstructure, hardness,
and melting and forging characteristics -which indic~te
reasons for the observed influence of composition on rupture
characteristics.
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The rmge in 100-hour rupture properties ttss.ociatedwith
&e composition variables studied was 26,000 to .52,000 psi
for tlm rupture strength and 5 to 40 percent for the rupture
elongation. These ranges compare with properties of other
heabrmiating alloys m shown in table XI. It is seen”that -- “
the rupture properties of the basic alloy can be varied over
just as Iarge a- strength range, but at a higher IeveI, as a
result of variations in prior processing as vms obtained by
composition modifications for a single processing condition.
The strength of the moditlcation (OM&OW-OCb) at the ._
low end of the composition strength range is similar in ----
magnitude to strengths of the standard heat-resisting a~oys
of the 18Cr-8h’i type. TVldeproperty ranges me aIso shorn-n
for seven superaIIoys studied in a research program on a
huge number of alloys in -whichit was founcl that no acc~ate
comparison could .be made between alloys on the bask -
of chemicaI composition becanse prior processing conditions - ““
mere not controlled. The present investigation has shown
that certain variabks in mehg and hot-working procedures
detitely result in major variations in I@h-ternperature
properties and that these variations probabIy cannot be
completely removed by subsequent heat treatment.
LIMITA~Oh-S OF DATA
Mw.rpretation of the results can be made only subject to
the Imitations initially placed on the instigation and those
which developed as a result of the inwMigation. The major
Iirnitations vrhich appear to be of significance are listed below
(1) A limited number of composition variabke were stud-
ied. Simultaneous variations of elements were made only .
for 310, W, and Cb. While certain of the composition -mri-
ables studied showed significant idzences on propertim
there was only limited indication of what to expect from -
simultaneous -mriation of other combinations of the elements
in the aLIoy.
(.2) Comparisons between cloys were limited to properties “-
in one condition of prior processing. It was shovin that the
contro~ exercised o=rer processing was sntlhient to obtain
rehable. reproducibility of properties between-heats of the
basic dOy. But it was dso sho-wn that, urdess au the ___
processing procedures, irduding both melting and hot-
-working conditions, are controIIed, tamability h properties
may result. Reasons for this ~ariabiKty were not ewident
from this investigation. The reIatire influences of processing
on alloys other than the basic are not known. Because
only one processing condition and heat treatment were used
for aLIthe alloys no indication could be obtained of the ““”
optimum properties which would be erpected foi the alloys
by -rariation of treatment.
(3) Limitations-are also imposed in the interpretation of ;
the influence of composition on high-temperature character-” ‘“’
istics in general by the fact that ordy one type of test was -
used to em.kate prope@ies and this at.oily one temperature.
Testing t~~e -was rdao usually limited ta that necessary to
estabIish the 100-hour rupture strength.
In the discussion “of the results of this immstigation cog-
nizance ismade of these Imitations.
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COMPARATIVE BUP’IWRE AND CREEP CHARACTERISTICS
The main reason for consideration of the creep data from
time-elongation curyeg of .t~e ~pture tests was to determine
if creep resistance or elongation best correlated wi~h the rup-
ture strengths. It was observed that in general the stresses
to cause a creep rate of 0.1 percent per hour were of the same
order of magnitude. and followed tlie same trends with com-
position variation as the 100-hour rupture strengths. The
main exception to this observation was in the alloys in which
Cb was systematic-allyvaried from O.to 4 percent in which
case the stresses for constant creep rates remained constant
or decreased with increasing rupture strength (see fig. 36).
It seemed apparen~, therefore, that the marked influence of
Cb additions from O to 1 or 2 pefcent cm increasing inherent
ductility was responsible for the unusual relation between
creep and mpture properties. While stressw at a constant
creep rate of 0.1 percent per hour were of the same order of
magnitude as; the 100-hour rupture strength, these stresses
were higher for the O-percent-Cb alloya (low elongation) and
equal to or leas than the rupture strorigth for the 1- and 2-
percent-Cb alloys (high elongation). Apparently, therefore,
the influence of Cb on changing the rupture strength was less
dependent on the resistance to creep, ag measured by stress
at eonst,ant creep rate, than on the relative ability of the
alloys to defoim before fracture.
Figure 45 shows, for all the alIoys studied, the variation of
the 100-hour rupture strength with stress to cause a creep
rate of 0.1 percent per hour. Average curvw are drawn
representing the points indicating the low (5 to 10 percent),
intermediate (11 to 19 percent), and high (20 to 40 percent)
100-hour ruptur~elongation levels encountered.While Lhcre
are ranges for the rupture-creep property relations it is noted
that the range representing high elongations is defhitely at
a higher leveI than that representing low elongations. The
ra~~o for intermediate elongations overlaps both those for
high and low elongations. These ranges, -whil~partially the
result of variation in actual elongation wiilun the range,
particuhrly at the lower elongations, are believed to be
mainly caused by the limitation of the reproducibility of
properties from heat to heat of a given analysis and by the
fact that the creep properties in many cases were estimated
from only a small amount of time-elongation data. Another
possible cause of the ranges could be that for certain alloys
the stressat constant creep rate is ‘not an accurate representa-
tion of the creep resistance.
In general it appears, however, that the stress to cause a
creep rate of 0.1 percent.per hour is a measure of creep resist-
ance which does control the ] 00-hour rupture strength, that
the relation is Iinear and represented by a line with a slope
of approx”nately 4ti0,but that the leveI of rupture properties
at a #ven creep resistance is dependent upon inherent ability
to deform before fracture. Specific examples of the relative
dependence of rupture strength on stress at constant creep
rate are as follows (see fig. 45):
(1) At a constant O.I-percent-per-hour creep strength of
45,000 psi (which meam all alloys on this vertic.a.l45,000-psi
line have constant creep resistance) alloys having high elon-
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gation will take longer to fracture than those having low
elongation. The 100-hour rupture strcngtl~ will bc approx-
imately 5000 psi higher for an alloy with 20-pmcent or more
total elongation than for an alloy with 5- to ]O-percent
elongation.
(2) The 100=hourrupture strength must rtmmin[he wmm,
for example at 45,000 psi, even though thc strcss at constunt
creep ratc, or creep resistance, decreases by npproxirnalcly
5000 psi because the ability to deform prior to fracture
inc.reascsat the same time,
It is rioted in figure 45 that the lCWIof thc rdn tion bctwwn
rupture strength and creep resistance is deptmdm[ on total
elongation only at the lower elongations. Tht’ rmson for this
is the ‘~lfference between the time-elongation curves for
ductile and brittle materials. For ductik mntwiala t,owtirtl
tha. end of the period of increasing creep rate (third-stage
creep) there is a large amount of deforms tion in a vrry short
time period. In this case the total elongation has a relati~oly
small time dependence, the elongation hrwing little inllucucc
on the rupture time. For brittle materials,on the other hand,
the elongation ch~nge with time is more gradual nrar the cl~d
of the teat. Thus with the same creep resistance the rupturo
time is more dependent on the relative inhwent ability of the
materials to deform before fracture.
The points in figure 45 that indicate elongations between 5
and 10 percent re@%se.ntthe alloys which did not contain Cb.
One poi& at the highest stre~ represents the high-C’r alloy
which had low ductility. It is evident that the unuswd
relation between creep a-ridrupturo propertics observed for
alloys in vvhich Cb was varied systematically was the result
of the added .@fIuenceof total elongation on rupture strength.
SNFLUENCE OF COMPOSITIONON RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT
It can be concluded that the rupture-strength wiriations
with chemical composition observed in this ti-restigation
were the result of the changes in inherent creep resistance
caused by alloy additions except for composition variations
for which total elongation to fracture changed from low
(5 to 10 percent) to high (above 20 percent) in -whichcase the
greater abilit~ to deform before fracture aIso impro~ed the
rupture stren@h.
INTEBPRBTATKOX OF INFLUENCE OF CHE3~C&COMPOSITION- VARIABLES
OX EUPTCRE PEOPEE= AT W F OF MODIFIED ALLOYS
Interpretation of the reamer in which the composition
variations influence t-he high-temperature properties of these
alloys by controU@ the inherent e.reep resistance and the
ability to defoim before fracture cm be made in view of
simukmeous effects not-sol in other metallurgical charac-
teristics. The following observations of such effects were
made:
(1) Only the following nine elloys of the 63 different com-
positions studied de-i-elopeda pronounced amount of ~isible
microstructuraI precipitante during *
Except for the 30-percent-Cr alloy, the additional precipitate,
resuhing horn either increased G or Cb or decreased Co,
did not have any apparent beneficial efFecton strength. TKe
matrix precipitate which occurred during aging of the YiO-
percent-cr allq- was of a dHerent type horn that of other
alloys with heavy precipitation, being preferred rather than
randoti. The herdness increase during aging of the 3Q-
percent+(% alIoy was exceptionally Isrge. Thus the sub-
stantial strength increase with th~ addition of Cr from 20 to
30 percent appeared to result, at least m p~t, from the aging
characteristics caused by higher Cr.
(2) Neither Jlo nor W, when varied from Qto 7 percent in
the basic alloy containing 1 percent Cb, showed the Ieast
tied upon the relative amounts of visible precipitate Gccur-
ring during aging. However, accompanying the increases in
these elemenk -wereimprovements in creep resistance and
rupture strength over the entire composition range. Like-
wise lfo and W, when varied aimultanecm+ from O to 4
percent, produced no increase in amount of tiibIe aging
precipitate in alloys containing 2 percent or Iess of Cb.
Creep-resistance and rupture-stxength improvements viere
considerable and continuous in the 20 seriesof alIoys in which
either hfo or W was increased s@ematicaIIy. In 16 seriqsof
alloys, there was no appreciable change in the effect of these
cdements on aging precipitate present. The remaining four
series viere those containing 4 percent Cb, and in these the
prewmce of at least 6 percent tatal of Ifo plus W was neces-
sary to increase the amount of visilie aging precipitate. The.
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ekments 31o and TT -wereSin& in effect on propertks in
these systems as in the systems contakiq lower Cb. How- --
ever, these high-c’b alloys did not develop an appreciable ‘-
relative increase in hardness during aging and had a random
rather than the preferred matrk precipitate of the high-G’- - ‘--
alloy which apparently derived its superior strength from the
aging reaction.
(3) The Cb produced its major improvement in rupture
strength in additions of 1 percent to the O-percent-Cb alloys.
This increase in rupture strength appeared to be the result
of the higher ductility caused by Cb rather than an improve-
ment in creep resistance, which Cb additions either did not .,,
ch~oe or reduced. Ad&tions of more than 2 percent Cb
did not add snag to rupture strength because creep resist-
ance was not increased and the rupture elongations were
all at a high led ~hera changes in total elongation did not - ~
appreciably affect fracture time. .%ficrostructural examina- “”
ticms indicated that Gb, m the compound it caused to form, “-
vias at most cndy partiaIIy solubIe at temperatures up to
2200° F. Limited solubiIity appeared to be the re=on that
there was no improvement in creep resistance when Cb was
added. The major cha~mes in microstructure caused by -
Cb-increasing t-heamount of insoluble constituent, changing
the mode of aging precipitation from preferred to random,
and refhing the grain size-appeared to be associated with
the marked incre~e in rupture elongation resulting fmm
Cb additions. It is noted that low rupture elongation was
also associated with the preferred type of aging precipitate
in the 30-percent-f2r alloy. Rupture-strength improvements
with CT additions, however, viere the rwdt of increased
cieep resistxmce which was not the case for the Cb-moWed
alloys.
Additions of 4 percent or more of Gb in the presence of
6 percent or more of &lo plus W caused a mdced increase
in the amount of random matrix precipitation during aging.
This additional precipitate added nothing to strength and
did not appreciably increase the reIative hardening during
aging. Hoviever, the strength increases accompanying
additions of Mo” and W in this region continued to be ccm-
sistent with those which appeared to be the result of scdid-
sdution effects for the lo-mr-Cb alloys.
(4) There were certain simikrities betw~ the effects
of C and Cb on the amount of excess constituents present “-
in the microstructure. While the excess constituents result-
ing from C and Cb additions were not necessarily the swne -
phases, the appearance of Ia.rgeamounts of exceM conditu-
ents, both in the solution-treated condition and during aging
of the higher-C motivations, had Iittle tiect on properti~.
Apparently C combines with eIementa normally p&sent in
the solid solution to form certain of the observed excess
constituents. In view of this the inherent matrix str:ngth..——
of the material should be reduced. This effect appeared
to be the case for the 0.60-percent-C alloy which did show
a tendency toward lower strength However, balancing
factors, which could hold strength up to a certain extent,” ‘“
could be that some strengthening resulted from the ~ery
heavy aging precipitatio~ or that C did not combine with
the major eknents causing the strength.
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(5) Additions of Co from O to 20-pmcent wtich tended
to raise creep resistance, and thus rupture strength of the
rdIoy, decreased the amount of visible aging precipitate,
apparently increasing the solubiIity of the strengthening
elemente. Further addition to 32- percent Co increased
creep resistance but did not appreciably improve rupture
strength because of the lower rupture elongation.
(6) The major strengthening effect of Ni was between
O and 10 percent.. The addition of 10 percent Ni changed
the aLIoyfrom an unbalanced ferrite-austetite composition
of the O-percent-Ni “alloy to the auetenitic-matrix-type alloy
typical of all the othm alIoys studied. By preventing the
formation of the weak ferrite-sigma-type phase 10 percent
Ni caused the elementsin thisphase to enter the soIidsolution
of the matrix, thus increming the creep resistance and*
rupture strength.
Each of the above observations of relations.of metallur-
gical characttrietice and high-ternpertttureproperties points
to the conclusion that the major strengthening effects pro-
duced by alloy variations in ttis investigation were the result
of the elements entering into solid solution in the alloys.
The two outstanding examples of solid-solution strengthening
were for MO and W. These elements would enter the solid
solution by substit~ition, as also would Cr, Ni, and Co; for”
atoms of Fe, \vhichthey replaced in the alloys. The atoms
of Cr, Ni, and Co are alI about the same size as Fe atoms
and could substitutionally enter the crystal lattice of the
solid solution with ease. Substitution of the larger or incon-
gruous atoms of Mo and W into the ~att.ice,however, would
necessarily set up a strained condition. Such strains in the.
lattice would interfere with the flow conditions during creep,
thus giving the material higher creep resistance. The role
of Cb, which also has relatively large atoms, is complic&ed
by the high Wty of Cb for C and by the apparent low
limit of solnbfity of Cb, or the phase y-h.ichit forms, in the
basic alloy system studied. The substitution of the similarly
sized elements, Cr, Ni, or Co, into the lattice wouId not set
up particularly strained conditions and thus strengthening
from solid-solution effects would not result. This has also
been demonstrated by a recent investigation of Fe-Cr-Ni
aItoys (reference 2). ‘l%e effects of Kiand Co Oriproperties”
and microstructure appeared to ba. the result of these ele-.
ments influencing the matrix volubility of other elements,
the two most Probable other elements being MO and W: As
noted, Cr apparently increased strength, at least in part,
by aging effects.
It would appear therefore that as-the number of incon-
gruous atoms entering soIid solution increased the strength
shoulcl increase proportionately. The composition modifi-
cations studied most thoroughly in this investigation were
those involving the simultaneousvariation of Mo, W, and Cb.
The modifications in which LMOand W additions caused
strength increases vrore pointed out as examples of strength-
- as a result of solution effects... Figure 46 shows the
mtluence on the 1QQ-hourrupture strength of total atomic
additions of MO and W to alloys containing four levels of Cb.
This ilgure is similar to the presentation in ‘figure 42 of the
same data on a weight percent basis. Tho solid-lino curves
drawn represent the data even butter, however, wlm~ prr-
sented on an atomic percent basis. Trends in tho summary
curves, with ~b content as a parameter, a.m tho snmo. in
both presentations, Cb above 1 percent being of no bcucfit
to strength. In general, the curves in figuro 46 show a
continuous and approximately proportionate incrmw in
strength with atomic additions of Mo and W. This is
consistent with what would be ~~pectwl if solid-solution
effects aro responsible for the strength iucrcase.
The points in the graphs of figure 46 h~vc been conneckxi
so as ta show the comparative effects of Mo aud W, tho
short-dashed linesshow@ the MO effects and LAclong-dashed
linesthe W effecLs. There is a general trend indicated by LIICSC.
curves for W to cause a relatively great+r strengthening than
does Nfo. This means that, although the averago solid-line
curves drawn do represent quite well the data in t.hogrnphs
for the composition ranges studied, additions of atoms of W
to the solid solution had a greatm strengthening cffoctt than
equivalent atomic additions of Mo.
Exceptions to the solid-aolut.ionstrengthening cffo!:t, par-
ticularly that of the 30-percent-Cr alloy, were noted pre-
viously. One other major exception, which does noL agrm
with the conclusion that strengthening resulhd from solid-
solutiom.efTects, was that encountered in the influence of
Si variations. The effect of Si, varied from 0.5 to 1.C
percent, was to lower strength properties nmrkcdly and to
increase total deformation to fracture. There was no
apparent change in microstructure produced by Si. IL wns
also observed that the Mgh-Si alloy was the only alloy of all
those stmdiedwhich did not show any increase in l]archms
during @g.
A clue to the apparent.ly anomalous eikt of Si is to bc
found in the remdts of the effect. of dcoxidation praclico
during melting on the properties of the basic alloy. Table
VI shoi% a 100-hour rupture strength of 52,000 psi for alloy
74 which was not deoxidized before pouring. This strength
of 52,000 psi is to be compared with the strength range of
48,000 ‘to 50,000. psi for the basic alloy deoxidized in tho
normal manner with calcium-silicon dcoxidant and with &
55,000-psi rupture strength of alloy 75 which WM deoxidized
with a zirconium-silicon-iron deoxidnnt. These results indi-
cate that a marked influence may occur on propmtios of a
given alloy as a result of variation of melting procedure.
The element Si definitdy plays rmimportant rolo in melting,
particularly in deoxidation practice. One hmt (alloy 27) in
which the charge was aimed at yiekling 0.25 percent Sl in thu
basic analysis and which was deoxidized in the normal way
with 15 grams of cdcium-eilicou nlloy resulted in 0.58 pc’rccnt
Si and gave properties typical of the basic alloy. Another
heat (alloy 79) aimed at 0.25 percent Si, but in which only
5 grams.of calcium-silicon clcoxidrmtwere used, rcsulhxl iu a
bkqv hole at the ingot ceuLer. It thus appmrs thtit inherent
characttii%tics, imparted to the material duri~~gm~lil~~..
not removed by subsequ@ processing, and not ovidcmLiu
microstructure, could be responsible for tho unusually low
strengths of the high-si alloys.
. . ,
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The basic alloy has been shown by previous investigations
to be an alloy which does not develop apprec.iablestrength-
ening at high temperatures as Rresult of visible precipitation
reactions during’ aging after solution treatment (referencea
1 and 3).- 13vidence presented in this discussion indicates
that the major strengthening efIects accounting for the good
strength of the basic alloy result from additions of. tin-.
gruous atoms of elements to the solid-solution lattice of.the.
austenitc-type matrix.
Another characteristic evaluated for the alloys was the
relative forgeability. Although this evaluation was only
qualitative the indication were that high-temperature char-
acteristics as measured by rupture tests at 1200° F were in
general reflected at temperatures of 1800° to 2200° F“in the
relative forgeability of the Ooys. Alloys which had higher
rupture strengths as a result of greater resistance to c~eep
also tended tci.beless plastic in the forging range. The main
exception to ibis was fm MO additions which apparently did
not affect forgeability. The alloys not containing Cb, which
had quite km rupture alongaticm, tended to crack d~ing
forging. . .. . _.= . . ,,__.. . .. . .
OPTIMUM ALLOY 00 NTENT AND COMPOSITION RANGES
In addition to the main objective of determining the
influence of chemical-composition variations cm rupture
properties at 1200° F, the present investigation was ah
intended as an initial step toward estab~ishment of optimum
compositions for alloYs of the basic-alloy type. Interpre-
tation of the results for this purpose, however, is subject to
the limitations of the number of compositions studied and
the single preparation condition placed on the investigation.
While the over-all property range obtained was quite wide
and information was obtained concerning the influence of
each element on properties, no aI1oy was obtained which had
properties which were outstanding compared with those of
the basic analysis.
It was shown that most. of the elements present in this
analysis are riecessary to yield the best properties, but that
variations over relatively wide ranges can be made of one
element at a time in the basic analysis without .rtppreciably
altering properties Indications are that hTi crui be varied
from 10 to 20”percent, C from 0.08 “to0.60 percent,” Co from
20 to 32 percent, Cb from 1 to 4 percent, Mn from O to 2.5
percent, and h~from 0.08 to 0.18 percent in the basic analysis
without appreciably affecting properties. It was also shown
that Cr, Mo, and W are necessary for maintenance of proper-
ties and that S!b in additions not beyond 1 percent “isneces-
sary for high ductility charactcristiti. It is possible, how-
ever, to obtain strengths as high or higher than that of the
basic alloy without the usc of Cb but this involves increasing
MO and W. ~~
Seemingly the only major reduction in required alloy ccn-
tent in the basic alloy, which could be made without appre-
ciably lowering propertiw, is that Ni cou!d be lowered to 10.
percent. Possibly Cb could be decreased a few tenths of u
percent below 1.
NA”TllREOF PHASES PRESENT IN EXPERIMENTAL ALLOYS
& j-et little is known concerning the nat ure of the phnstx
present k allo~s of the type investigated. It is gcncrdy
accepted that the austenitc-type matrix is a solid solution
which is saturated with respect to certi-iinunidentified con-
stituents at both the. solution and aging tcmpcraturcs. 11
is also known that Cb, Cr, Mo, and W arc prone to form
carbides or nitrides under certain conditions and that inler-. .
metallic compounds, such as the Fe-Cr sigma phase, and also
n ferrite-type phase, are possibilities of microconst itucnts.
There “was‘a limited amount of cvidcuco. gained from the
microstructuml studies of this investigation comwrning the
nature of the phases en.ccmntered. There is cviderwc [ha[ C
entered into the reaction forming the phase whirh” wns at
least partially insoluble at. the solution-treatment ielfipwa-
ture and that Cb was the other significrmt clcmcmt in the
formation of this phase. It dso appcmed that C was
an important constituent of the precipitnte which occurred
during aging.
Evidently G contributed to the formation of the phwe
which precipitated during aging of the 03~o-OW-OCb alloy.
It appeared that C-r was also quite irnportnnt in the aging
reaction in the O-percent-Cb alloys since additions of Jlo and
W to these aIIoys did not change the appermanccor apprccin-
ab@ affect the amount of aging precipitate.
Additions of Cb from 2 to 4 percent in akys containing
high Mo plus W appreciably increased the amount of aging
precipitate. Evidently this occurred as a result of exceeding
the volubility limit of the solution which caused the rejection
during gging of the excess phase from supersaturated solu-
tion. The constituents of this phase were not evident from
the data, although there was some indication thl~t 3io and
W, which apparently increased strength by substitutional
entrance into solid solution, probably were not prcsent in
the precipitate. The two examplw of this were:
(1) Additions of C to the basic alloy incrensed aging pre-
cipitate but did not appreciably lower strength which wouhi
be expected if MO or W ware forced out of solution.
(2) Additions of Cb from 2 b 4 percent in alloys rdso
containing at least 6 percent total of MO plus W did not
affect strength appreciably while increasing the amount of
aging precipitate. On the other hand, when >io or W was
raised from 2 to 4 percent in alloys containi~~ 4 percent CL),
producing alIoys with more”aging precipitate, the slrcngi!! __
was imp-mved, indicating that hfo and W went into solulion.
In the event Llo and W did maintain strength by remain-
ing in or entering into solid solution, it is probable thut Cr
or some ‘of the other elements with atoms of similar size to
Cr were forced OULof solution as carbides or intermetnllic
compounds.
On the basis of the composition range studied for N, it did
not appear that this element appreciably affected the micro-
constituents.
.-
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CONCLUSIONS
By the use of careful control over process~m conditions
this investigation has shown that for forged alloys containing
chrorniuq nickel, cobalt, iron, mol-ybclenum, tungsten, and
columbium it. is possible to correlate the stress-rupture
properties at 1200° F viith systematic mriations in chetical
composition and thtit a tide ra~-e in properties can be ob-
tained by such variations. However, no alloy was obtained
which had properties mhich were outstanding compared viith
those of the basic amdysis.
Subject to the limitations placed on this investigation of
the Iimited number of composition -rariables studied, the use
of only one condition of processing, the emduation of bigh-
temperature ihmacteristice by only relatively short-time
rupture tests at 1200° F, and the use of ordy micrcstructural
and hardness data to provide interpretation of results, the
findings lead to the fo~owing conclusions:
1. Carbon (varied from 0.08 to 0.60 percent), manganese
(O to ?.5 percent), nitrogen (0.08 to 0.18 percent), nickel (10
to 20 percent), cobalt (20 to 32 percent), and columbium
(2 to 4 percent) do not appreciably influence 1200° F rupture
properties. Nitrogen (0.004 to 0.08 percent), chromium
(10 to 30 percent), nickel (O to 10 percent), cobalt (O to 20
percent), molybdenum (O to 4 percent), tungsten (O to 4
percent), and columbium (Oto 1 percent) improve the rupt ure
strength. SiIicon (0.5 to 1.6 percent) and nickel (20 to 30
percent) lower rupture strength.
2. The rupt ure-stwngth -m.riationewith chemical composi-
tion observecl in this in=mstiga.tiofiwere the restit of changes
in inherent creep resistance, caused by alloy additions, ex-
cept for composition -mriatione for which totaI elonga~ion
to fracture changed from low (5 to 10 percent) to high (above
20 percent), in which case the greater ability to deform be-
fore fracture also improved the rupture strength.
3. The rupture-strength improvements accompanying the
increased creep resistance -ivithadditions of molybdenum and
tungsten apparently are the result of the strengthen@ in-
fluence of these incongruous atoms entering substitution-
ally into the matrk solid ecdution. Increased creep resist-
ance vrith nickel and cobalt. additions apparently results
from the manner in -which these elements improve t-heSOIU-
bility of molybdenum and tungsten. The increased creep
resistame produced by chromium additions apparently re-
sults, at Ieast, in part, from a.i aging reaction. The creep
resistance is not influenced by cohrnbium which entms
soIid solution to only a very Limitedextent. Improvements
in rupture strength -with small additions of columbium re-
sult frci-rnthe greater akdity to deform before fracture of _
alloys containing cohmbium. The detrimental effect of
silicon on stren@ properties is poseibly comected with . . .
melting phenomena which are not yet understood.
4. CoIumbium, chromium, and carbon produce major
changes in microstructure. There is Iimited evidence to _ -
indicate that these are the major elements in the present _
excws constituents in the structure of the alIoys.
5. 31eIting and hot-working conditions hare an important
influence on the inherent, high-temperature properties of
alloys of the type studied. .
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TABLE 111.—MELTING DATA FOR EXPEREIIENTAL ALLOYS
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45 . . . . ----------
46- . . . . . ..–--.
52... . . . . . . . . .
54-. -.-- . . . . . . .
0 0 0 2740
0 0 0
2 0 0 2760
4 0 0
2 0 %
: 4 0 2786
M........ –....
50...--- . . . . . . . .
67. . . . . . . . . . . . .
b%. . . . . . . . . . . . . +-”:H %7902723m?3 248424002474. >240369...--.. .-.-...62 . . . . . . . . ..--..OF.... . ... .... .62A... . . . . . . . . .
63--------------
w............
m.... ..-- . . . .
O& . . . . . . . . . . . . .
67--------------
2s47
!xw3
2878
>Hxl
2403
2442
77--------------
%..-. . . . . . . . .
69. . ..-.. -...-.
m-------
n..–...—.
n---------
73---------
a... . . . . . . . . . .
.W------------
AL------------
281s
ml
2476
>%!
2476
......—-.
2816
2740
2m.2
!4707
y#
2 -4 4’ 2590
4 2 4 26X.
4 4 a
2e412
.2EaS
>2400
2410
-—.
lBbwbole in fngotof IowMn (i8)rmd bw-8f(79) heate.
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-.=. —:
.
mme
W5 e. m._
m%------
9115._.-.
9f20_____
w32____
9:45.._-..
9&.-_ .-.
loo4_----_
lo:l2-----
lo:ls -----
IO&-—--
nMO-.._—
lo46___
lo54-----
lLOz._._,
Ilml--.-.,
IM6____
IIz4___
um -----
IP36____
I14L----
11:47------
11:52-._ ..
l157____
K#fL . . . . .
TABLE IV.—!WPICKL FORGING RECORD
[AUoy 65,4Mo-OIT-2Cb]
(a) Forgfng OWretiOUS
Ouemtfon
55%% between Eat dks on sqruuefeeee; 10bIows betrrem flat dfes orIeornem.
30bIewsbetmend atdiesr mEKInerefwex IOblows betmendatdfestmmrnem.
OSbIows between flat dies on sqnore fwes; 10bkmvsbehwen Eat dfes on cornersto
aP~O~@kf UO-fmwrmre her.
.-
ioblowsfn dretswrqze.
U blows in fket ewe&eto a~pmrfmateIy 0S5 fn. .mrm~ 46blowe in secondmvoge.
34bIows fn secondswsgs.
36blows fn ~nd ewage.
lo blewsfnsemnd swegetoap rodmateIy 0.7Sfmronr@ forged pfececnto~tim
rmforgedhalfof h.sokkm@?pIecere_dti ~
55blows h thfrd m.
47bfows fn thfrd smmk
5tiblowsInthtrd-.
K blows fn thfrd swam.
WbIows fn thfrd rmase.
55blows fn tbirdewage to apprmimately 0A8h roum~ thfs piwe cut tn ~ Mb
piecssrechmged to fnrnece@rforgfng fnthe~swage.
S4bfowsonbar C,59bIomenber D tnIsstswege.
58blewsonbar C,55bIowsonbsr Dinktswsge.
16blows on ber0,52bIowsonbsr D inmemn~
t6blowsonbar C,+Sblowa on bar Dlnlastswsge.
56bIews.en bar C, Mblowsonber D inlestm.
33blows enkr0,62blmrsc mbarD tulostswaw.
!6blowsen ber C,46blowsenbsr D fnhstmmge.
Wblomon&C, MbIomuk Db~_, _to O.Mhti
F=rtempmotures forell forgfng operatfcmswere lSll F orabore u judged
(b) ForK@ snmmeaT
a=’;ret-----------------------------L-WY:-------- - ------
l’otd heatinim: 16.
Totol bIow6:
B= C—i9T.
Ber =8.
For@w renu& Z@ to MO@F.
BIOWS
m
2!:
Bor C--%
Ber D-4i3
lhitfdshe of ir&=Ot:
1.42W MLnsretaDeredto L04fm eqnsre. ‘
Ffn%%%m&%~ed bars
Ber C: 0.40fn round by 194 fm
Bar D: 0.40h mrmdbyZ1.0~
Beductfon dmlng forging: %3percent.
..-
. . . ..
.—
.. . . -
,
—
—.
.,-. .—
-,-
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TARLE V.—FORGING DATA FOR 13XPER131EXTAL ALLOl”S -
-.
,
1
t
#
n
.1
-:
1
1
.,
,
I
.=.
I
,
IppKed.
b%%
ModfE~ytlOOnwFroro)bwIc
T.---.. _-—------------ A
7-------------------------B
8----------------------
K------------------------ :
m-------------------------- A
lo-------------------- D
u------------------------ B
u-------------------------
m--— ------------------- A
74.----. --.----—. -—------ D
m----------------------- D
m---.....--.---.-.----.–- D
B@c__- _____ -__-, X5
14
E
%5
m
S3
29
25.2
0.42so__. _ . . ..--__.
ohm-.-._-–--— --------0.40so____________
o.4L-–_-_._-..-__..
0.42so------------
o.4L–– __________
am sq–-__-._-..--—–
R41 so---------------------
0.4--...:------------------
BssIc-_-__...__~—~
Basic---.______,
BssiR-__-— ______
B&L–_.-_.---.--. -_--.,
ML.---.. —--. ---. ----.,
Beskj m denxfdetIoL _____
Beefq Zr-Si-Fe deoddsnt_,
Basfoj melted nndec ~-_,
Is
14
--—--
ml
723
----—
ma_--._---_.-....-.------l 8sm&
ova-------------------- gem
—---- . --.--—--- ----------
~a--gmslstdfe Wor&
forging dfscont!nned.
0.40 so--------------------- Better-mm pktfc.
O.usq-. --.---. -.--. -.-—- PWmr+mmW ma end mse$w k pktfe.
o.m-.-._.--_----.-.----.--Pmm—
Lure ----------------------
+9 ~=- Cemer=scksk plestfu.
k&_-._---_------.--.–.. P@XeK—
fe-=:~~ - de,skp~ =“”’k&sq--.--..-..-–.--_----- Rem-me eonsei-ezscb.
0.40sa---------------Ssme&nW end mscks.
D.mc...– . . . ..-___ .._-.
D.40 0—-------------------
D.WI C--------------
Id------------------------- A
15-------------------------- A
lo---------------------- ~
M..-–- . . ..-.. --.. _.._-._
6
8
5
&
16
:
6
4.
16
16
2A5
2L5
0.5
la
,20.6M----...-–--_.-_-._--_l D 1M1------------
Id-------------------------- A
m-------------------------- A
AL------ . . ..-— ----------- A
=------------------------- A
1.80 ma-----------
).&aMm-------------------
Lo had--------------------
2.6Ma------------
22.
3-
26
‘“sq------------------0:41sqz--------Slighilybetter.Lw----------------------- same.o.fl------------------------- Ssme.26.4a‘-----------------------1:m - - ---- - - - ---- - - 1.2sL---------------------L6 si-----------------------
u Go_-.----.-.. ---.-—-.
10m.-.–---..---.------.–.
m-------------------------
62... -.-. -.– . . . ..--_ .._ ;
702
959
21
2L5 2::””O.W------------------------- BAtar-mnoh more Leskaa------------------------- POWW—L47---------------------- Better-more plmtie.O.M----------------------- BetWs-more Isstfc.ohm------------------------ .Pmrer—613us 15.41722B--------------------------B----------------------- :m.--. ....-_—-_...._. D ) h’i-----------------------10NL—.. .-. _________IONi-----------------------
=
AL------------------------- D
) m.-— ------------------
[0 co .------ ..---. ----—----
!2 m--....--._-------_._
2&2
E. 2
m.5
22
%?
226
23
ova----------------------- Better-morepkstic.
k4L---__------.------...-. SeIn%
Ohm.-...----.-....-.---—- Pomer+em pIsstlL
O.u--–----—---...-–-—- *
Ova--–--–-— ------------ Ssme.
o.&-–..-..-..----.--_---_- Seine.
ova------------------------ Seine.
au------------------------ Seine. .-
0.4L ---------------------- Better-more phstfc.
ova----------------------- Better-mero
ova----.-_.-_--_-––-–- Pocuez— P
&&------------------------ Pmrec-E ;lesl%hell 29.
ova------------------------ P—meny meoks devdoped during forg+ngon
Sat dies.
=------------------------ D
s------------------------- D
w------------------------ .D
M----------------------
w--------------------- ~
1Ma----. --.-— _________
[ ~O–.---— _______
i Ma--------------------
sMe-----------------------
rMO----------------------
H19
16
. 16
m
E
so-i
m
) w----------------------
1IV–-.____-_—_._.
! w-------------------------
rw------------------------
s-l
14
14
17
16
H
la
) Oh------------------------47------------------------- ID 17.5
1 Cb----------------------
4 Ob--.--–.-.-.------..-._
6 m------------------------
La------------------------ Ssme.
o.ti ------------------------- Poorer—k plastf=
ova------------------------ Paorer+es plestkne rhgfngerach
-
a----.-----:.-......-----_
Lwx---–..--_--_L . . . . . .
Los N----------------
uMx-------- -- -- -- ---
“-’”’’’’’=-’”:~O a.- . . . . . . . . ..-. -. . ..-..-. smne-Mo
‘bw Cb0 0 02 04 :0 2 :0 4 02 24 2 :2 04 : 0 Ia------------------------- DG------------------------ DM__. -..------.. --.. —----- D=-------------------------- DH..-–-.-.:-------------- D ohm.-._-_--_--— -------- Better-much nnmepIe#dc.&u------------------------ Poerer—mPmbutmoce s@=ttoemckinK.o.4l--_.-.---._---_--__-—- POmer—ebn5r to 45-am. --_----------–-----..– P~amme plsstie but mwh ~“snbjeet tnad-.--....-....-...-...-—. PaOr~ SS53.1614:la. 854MS?re36s2 2622.522226w1050lw+iWW3 23a212LE ‘-”-----------------o-a---------------------- P0~a96!LO.L-------------------- Pamsr-less plsstIq tedenoytoezaeh~~-..-....--.--.-.-.--–.-. Pemer+emeas67.
-t
M---. --.. —------------- D
M------------------------ D
m--------------------------
m--.---.--–-_-.-.--..--_ ~
#--_...-- _------:-------
m--. -.----. ---— ---------- :
a--------------------------
~------------------------- D
E
826
917
24
22.5
2L5
23
!mS
1!
2L 5
las +
UK----------------------- Se,me.
o.u--_-_-__-_-----_-. Seine.
&#---_------_--_--_--– PIXXer-le$spIsstIL
ado_____________ ~asrn.
am–--–----:–.- . . . ..-...- Better-mom plestie.
O.W.-—-------_--—----..- S8me.
Lw----_--_--._.-.---...... Se,mO.
ova------------------------ P
cL40--..- . . . . . . . . . . ----- P=my&
m----..:------------------D
SL..-–___._ . . . ..__ D
M.:. -------------------- D
W---------------------- D
m----.–-..--–---–---_- D ‘“l
>
Ml
S9i
26.5
21
17.3
1140--- . . . . ..-.–...-–_- Better-more pktk.
ova------------------Better-more plsstfc.
o.Q.-_--._-_--_-_--–- Better-more plastk.
n--.-...---–--—-------
M------------------------- E
W-------------------------- D
o I o I Io 00 0 : ;
-.
I
..
I
-- . !
+
~.--–-.----.-.-–---_-._ D
AL--. -.-.___ . . . . . . . . D
~..--.--._-----..--...-_ D
n-------------------- D
=----------------------- D
~--.-.--.—-..---–-._-_ D
~-.--—--.--.---.~--–.– D -H-0 20 : 20 40 : 42 44 2 ;4 4 mmm822?33mm 0.4--. –-–--. ---–--. --— Ssme.o.40-...-...-.. -.-—-_ Eane.ova- . . ..-. -... _--_--_--– Senmova----------------------- Ssme.7“”La---__ -__--_-— ------ Pe+2rer—aft---------------------- Paww—semek~.......-----.-—-–---- Pmrer-eameas82.I
-,t
TABLE VI—INFLUENCE OF FORG-&G AND MELTING VARIABLES ON RUPTURE TEST
CHARACTERISTICS AT 1200° ?7 OF BASIC ALLOY d
[Heattreatmen;$mYl?,1hr,m@rwxnei@1~” F, !Mhrr af=dd
Rupture Streuth (P@ =h~ Stress(p.d).d)boyse creep 3’r.f.gmm
AIIoy mptrmeIon@fon
~
at 40,000
loohr ICK)Oh (lX~; h 0.01 A
(~t )
~ti
FfnoI adopted forglug promdnre+onnd bor stock
a...-----...---__–- 48?m n, m 22 -m 47,m 0..
Id.. -..-. - . . . . . ______ ~~ 38,m ~g 4!?,cCa
Z----------------------- %’,aml : 4&200 .W
Av~------–--..-.----- 4%800 K,KUI “G””” “am” 4i, 600 aoza
R~_..-.---------_-_-.... @tiw &’iy N UW$ul 4&ball ao!iz
to
53,Oal f@m !25 87,m 49,Qxl .&
PMmbmry flXElngpr*mesamre h ~oc~
‘ ---- ——----... -. —--—---- *f.ca “ a7r020 m 34800 @am “o.O!m
8-------------------------- 4&m ~mlx!(l WHO ~g .m
10. . . . . . . . . . . . --------------- 8&300 = 3&41nl
n------------------------ ljg S&ooo 22 2J$OMI 47;all
E------------------------- ,
A-e-------------------- 4%8ctl
72$’ : ,; .:~ = :
VariabIe deoddation pm.ctfce-rormd bar stock
74(m). -.-.. ----—--—---- 52@3
1
~ucao 16 *mm ~lx,scml ~aOO$3
75 (Zr-8i-Fe) ---------------- IS&m 4JI,m B .t@Y3 5?,OitO b.HE5
Com~t[re propmtfe9of commercfd bar Stockof bade alloy
Heat LKJZ%--____>___ m, Om Sqcml
&-Lm ----------------------
[
14 ------..– ---------
47,m *QOOO 16
--. —-----
---—..—- —.- —---- -. .-.-.-—
E RemIts bawd on detrdkd msdnre test da~ #wn fn tabIe X.
bEstfmated v81ue.
“D%%%%%%ion
Zr+X-Fc+rhconiom.dIIcon4mr.t demfdsnt
—.
.
.—.--
--
-.,. -
----
-.. . :,=
.. .-
. ..-,
.-. .
. ..—.
.,. .>.~_
. .._-.:
——-
.
21SIKK-WL-.91
TABLE VII.-1NFLUENCE OF CHEMICAL COh~POSITIONON MICROSTRUCTURAL CLASSIFICATIONS OF MODIFIED ALLOYS
Sbnnltaneouevarhtfon of Mo, W, and Ob
Individualvariailon of elements in Wio 4U0y
Variable MO
Auopcuii#ation””Alloy&k#Ion
1.
MIm@raotutrJ ohM- Mlom3mletural ohml- MfcroetructuralOIB?si- Alloy&mt3tion Mkroetruetrmd oba%sl-
Allo.londi-
(P-m)
rlLvMonl fk%itionl IktfOn l
Alloy Llb knoy Uloy
—
43
n
68
09
g
e4
m
70
72
fl
64
02
’54
71
73
37
E
M
66
66
f%
Sa
69
S4
67
—
10
—
MP
—
Mo
—
—
w
—
Ob
—
IO
—
GS
—
MP
—
Mo
— —
Ob
—
10
. — —
MP
—
w
—
Ob
—
GB
— — —
QB w Gs (3B
—
E
E
E
E
s
z
Y
?
Y
;
Y
Y
Y
,Y
Y
Y
Y
g
Y
;
Y
Y
Y
—
Mo Gs
— — — — — — —
Budo i
I
I
I
I
I
n
H
Ll
&
m
m
Iv
Iv
w
*
m
Iv
Iv
II,
I
r
&
m
rv
z
Ob
Cb
00
c!a
00
co
00
Rb
Rb
Rb
lZb
llb
Rb
llb
Bb”
Rtib
Rb,
Rb
Rd:
Rd
~
Eb
Rb
Itb
R%
Rd
c~
00
Cb
00
c%
f,
:t
Bb
Rb
Rb
Rb
g
Eib
Rb
Rd
*[
00
Rb :
Rb
Rb
~d
Rd
Y
Y
Y
3’
Y
;
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
;
;y.
;
Y
Y
;
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y “,y,:
Y’
;
;Y,~ .,
x
;
Y
Y
0
:
0
2
a
4
0
:
0
2a
4
il
2
4
0
2
3
4
0
!2
4
0
2
4
0
2
4
0
0
0
2
2
2
a
o
0
0
1
2
‘a
2
0
0
0
a
2
2
a
41~.
4
;,
4
4
4
~
o
0
0
0
0
0
2
a
2
i
:
4
4
4.
4
4
:
0.
0
0
2
2
2
4
4d.
o
0
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
2
:
0
0
0
2
.:
q
4’
4“
4
4
4
4
4
—
o
2
4
0
i
o
2
4
“o
:
0
2
4
0
2
4
0 .,,
!2 i,
4
0
2
4
0
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
a
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
!!
2
:
4
4
4
—
o
0
0
0
i
2
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
0
8
;
2
4, ,7
47
4
4,
4
4:
4
4
4
~
2
4
0
:
0
2
4
0
1
!
o
:
0
2
4
0;
21
4’
:
4
0
2
4
—
0.s9o
O.lso
0.400
O.erlo
0Mn
0,30Mn
O#?g
“yg
46
66
67
0.6S1
1.2Si
1.6Si
m
70
71
10or
20Or
SOOr
‘ONf
10Ni
Z1N1
~ N1
69
72
7a
o Mo
1 Mo
2Mo
8MOJ
5 Mo
.7M0
46
66
66
0 Cb
“lOb
2 Cb
4 Ob
6,Cb
O&4;
0:16N
0.18N
41
B#
. — — — — — —
l Oksslnosuon *
Solas~@d
I
A@ 8&UOhlM
I
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TABLE VIII.-SUMhlARY OF INFLUENCE OF ALLOYING ELEMENTS OhT INCREASING TE22DEXCY FOR
MICROSTRUC+URAL CHAiiGES
0.-.-.-———.
Mn--—-—-
Si+i:.—--——
-—--—.--
O.OS-CLII
ox-&6
Cr.. —-—_- !m%u
hi-.–——---- Ho
~i_--_—-__– lo-w
——--—.-—-
Mo----–--–-—-
Vi—-———— E
Cb- . c-l
ah—--———
N .—-— —— (L&Is
.
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TABLE 1X.—HARDNESS DATA ON EXPERIMENTAL ALLOYS
..- ——-
l“- -jVickera hardnessnumber*]
I -1
AliOy MOdidcat$lrly)sdc Siloy t%lull.
W F;
1br, wate~
quenched
8------------------- B~o~:::::::::::::--:- E?.-- . . ..-._ . .._. --..k Bwic
8..--7–-----.. -..;.... Bsaic..-._____—__
lo____________ Baslo (@-.--.........-._-----:: i%
10--------------------- Bmh------------------------
12--------------------- B&o{$.---.----.---..--.---:- z
11--------------------- Bsak s ---------------------
27-. ---_. -.....__ Bdo--------------------------- 211
246
24a
%
262
247
252
221
I74_. -... ----------- Bsafq no deoddation--- —1 2!2321475. . ------------------- BasfG Zr-S1-FedermMant....--- ZaS247
n-------------------- 0.0sc . . .._-... _... ___.-:Rlo______________ 0.40c . . . ... .. ... . .... . ...._ %lo___________ O.tmc s ------------------ .232
.%--. -.._. -.--.-.– 0 MrL_____________ 227
lo-------------------- O..xlMn ..--. -----.. -.....-—
l?
m-------------------- O.rJ)Mn . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E::::::::::::::z:: k:~[ :::::::::::::::::::::1 z
%-------------------- 12 sL------------------------- ..Z?I
do-------------- L6 SL----------------------- .242
51.-: ------------------ 10Cr.--. ---. --i.i..Iii ----------
a-.-. -... -.-. . . . . . . . . . 32Cr______________ –___ z
=--------------------- o NI_______– _____
26–-.-__-_..__. 10NL_- ----------- -.-—-— - g
x-------------------- 23NL----------------------------
261
261
i’%
246
+
.. .. .......... ocO-__ .... ... ...__... -._..+
10co-----:,. ---.:.. --.. -.-.----,
62co-. _.._. ._. _. . . _______
m..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OMO. . ----- . . . . . . . . ---
24-..:-__ l.-__l 2Mo--. --:z;:7:::::::::;::::z
M--------------------- 6Mo_..___. _. . . . . . .._._a
M--------------------- 7M0------------------------------
232
220
2a6
219
210
211
223
246
.
“--------+
“ 0w-------------.....– ---:
28.....-.–--__... I vJ.- . . . ..__ . . . __________
m--------------------- 6W--------------------------
a . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7w-------------------------------
47. . . . . . . . ..-. -------- Orb----------------------------
48--------------- !7Cb-------------------
42------------------ 4Cb----------------------
m..-.--...........__ 6Cb . . ..-..---..- . .. ---------- 1-219m22.52!M!a18254.%141--------------------- o.m4h--------------42_____________ hen-_ -.----. —–_-_..._m-------------------- o.18N-_.— ____________[
Mo
\442.-.. ___._ —-_ o45.. .- . . . ..-. ._..-. _- 246.. -.._. _________ 4s--------------------k-------------------- :65. . . --------- 2sa..-–_._-. _____ 467--------------------68.....–--_-_–_ : 16712218617616i’ IKl!uJ52262102262 0 ml2. 0 194: i %
2 218
2 - 2 224
4 2 m
2 4 2m.
o
0 “z
o
%
2 221
.:. . 226
““: m
‘g 1 197
2
0 4 %
.~ 2 211
222
“3 -: 225
.. 4 4 221
. ..”- -
4 297
: 4
4 2 X6
242
243
251
252
‘m
252
%
m... .. .. ..--------- 2
w--------------------- 4
61.-.. __ . . . . . ..-_. - 2
02-.. .--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
4
62.--.—_________ 2
64_______________ 2
55-------------- 4
66.-.---....._..----- 4
67.--................. 4
77--_--_: .... o
m---------------------o
w---------------------o
n---------------------o
AL.---— ----- o
n--------------------- o
72..-.--— ------ 0
m
288
229
E
204
ml
216
21s
219
223
H
ma
272
82..-_-__.”_-” :.
a . .-------------------
84.. ---------------- 4 .
..
.Alltesta were made onrormd bsr.tiockewe t where squarcbar stock klndkntcd (sq).
*VickershardnesS t.estswercmade witba50.
logmph[csp?cbnena.
~ IW IJ~b~tti cross ac.kms of m~tnl.
t . .
OF COMPOSITION Oh’ RUPTURE PROPERTIES AT 1200°
TABLE X—RUPTURE .TEST CHARACTERISTICS
F OF CHRO~-COB.W’I+NK!KEL-lRON ALLOYS l,W . _:----
AT 1200° F FOR MODIFIED ALLOY%
@llt heatm+nk~n F,1h,,water-q~ 1~ F,24hr. airackdl
—.-
E@.&8#d s~pplDtim
En@sue etremgth(@ Mhdnolm
AIIoy me ~&ygn R&m~” = _AUoy Mod.i%don @rcent) = s- (l@ ~)
mpfalm _ am,pmwd
-t) -) ~~tj
I@l hr
1
1~ ~ *U% 0.01per-
-w ‘% -v
7--------- Besio (sqlle4e)--------- ~tlm 74 20 2&8 .im– 4&500 27,C410 20
4&ooo ~$ 24 29.2
WW 46,300 aom
ma---... -----... --–--– yJ g
37-4 .028
E 24X –:ti_ 40#Xt0 ba7,000 “20 .-. —. ---.--- ----—-.
8---------- Ikic (squste).-._--. _-.– 60:003 5
al i3L5
17.8 —------ 4&m *a&m “Ia
;; - 20.5
%630 46!030 .Wa
ZE
.082
E 21 I&4 -m
@o*-------------------- K& & g .103
E:
4&5m 67,00) 22
.M6
a&aou 47.600 .022
$a~
.
26 22.4 .022
l!%
lo----------- Bastc (square)-__-_–-–_ &n30 s
a7 g: .0L24
m .115 62,000 26?600 23 a% m .2),3.66
21
.022
2,%
.Oaa
z k: -064
40,Ocdl 42J E 29.5 .W2
@ma.._--_..-_--..--—- am Is ---.--- 60,1X41 2a,m 19-
~~ ;:
3&400 49,0W
E: .IIo .
.023
: .057
40:Ma .s 24 E:: .023
ll--------- Bastc (sqnare)_-_-_.._–– 26 240 .112
%E 1$
*’m 3$CQ0 -E
2Z6
aqcm 47.lUl
.064
:024
4#g b7iJ i! .024
12------------ Bmfo @xu@------------ , 22 g! —.----- 40,Om 6&500 am *m .Ola
%$%
.Oio
% ~ 3U9 .013
27.. _.–_.._-- .Wa (round)_.._. .___..- ~~ 26
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TABL; X.—RUPTURE TEST CHARACTERISTICS AT 1200° F FOR MODIFIED ALLOYS-Continued
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JXFLUIKCE OF COMPOSITION ON IZUPTURE PROP ERTII.S AT 1200” 1?OF CHROMItIM-C!OBAIfI’-NICEEL-IROX ALLOYS
TABLE XL-RUPTURE TEST CHARACTERISTICS AT 1200= F FOR MODIFI~ ALLOYS-ConcIuded
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TABLE X1.—COMPARISON OF”1200° F RUPTURE PROPERTI~ OF VYROUGHTHEAT-RESISTING ALLOYS- “
,. AfloyLl
ModMad alloys.
Basioafloy.
Six ;~~dfheat-reslstfng afloy%
lSCr-SN<lCb.
16Cr-13NMMo.
!24c+laNL
2JCr-WNi.
16Cr-?16NL
&ynMlmsisUng super fdlo~:
17W. “
OSA.
Tirnken.
Low-carbon N-166.
~harbon N-165.
Varfabla
Chemkl cmqmsftfon.
Es9s9db’#&ent and hot-
. .
‘%%%%3.%?”’
Remarks “’
“&J%%%’%tie22E:
Shglecommercldheat.
TreStlnenti
m-m” F,
.z!m F,
m“ P,
2zIO” F,
216@ F,
.axKPF,
Waterqnenaea
waa:~uen:
waterqrrgndreti
waterquenched.
Waterquenohed.
Tre8~un~m!gb~ @
Ann; HW: CIV:
Ann, Hw, c-iv.
Ann, HW, CIV.
~ Ann+A HW, CW,
Ann,Ew, CiV.
Ann,Ann+A.
.lOC-hrmptnra
strength @t)
X,OW to 62@Xl
40,000to 06J00
.... .
ltom
Refar-
cncw
p}
1
4
6
-
+_——
. Numborareferto raferenca Iletsd at end of text.
* Data from this fnwtfgaticm.
aTreatment varfabl@: Arm-annealed (Sohrtfon-treated).
Ann+A-eolution-tre@.ed PhIOwed.
H W—hot-worked.
ClV-hot-cold-worked.
.-
